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**Finalist in the 2015 Next Generation Indie Book Awards (General Non-Fiction) For hundreds of
years, shochu and awamori have dwelled near the center of Japan’s vaunted culinary traditions.
Despite outselling most other alcoholic beverages in Japan, however, these premium distilled
treats have largely remained hidden from the rest of the world.But that is beginning to change.
Written by licensed sommelier and longtime Japan resident, Christopher Pellegrini, The Shochu
Handbook is the first major reference published on the subject in a language other than
Japanese. Illustrated with dozens of beautiful color photographs, the book covers everything
from how distilled beverages arrived in Japan to a step-by-step overview of the distilling process.
There are also detailed chapters devoted to deciphering bottle labels, food pairing, serving
styles, and speaking the language of these divine drinks. Packed with information, The Shochu
Handbook also includes an extensive list of recommended bottles, a chapter devoted to cocktail
and homemade liqueur recipes, and Japanese-English language assistance for everything from
ordering shochu in a bar to telling the difference between single-distilled and multiple-distilled
drinks. This book is essential for Japanese food enthusiasts, restauranteurs, distributors,
journalists, retailers, beverage professionals, and everyone in between.

About the AuthorPeter Meyers designs, speaks, and writes about digital books. After co-
founding pioneering multimedia textbook publisher Digital Learning Interactive, he launched a
successful career as a freelance journalist, writing about the strange and wonderful effects of
computers on mainstream culture for many publications, including the New York Times, the Wall
Street Journal, Wired, Salon, and the Village Voice. During a subsequent five-year tour of duty at
O’Reilly Media he worked in the Missing Manual group, serving as managing editor and
associate publisher. His most recent writing projects include Best iPad Apps (O’Reilly Media,
2010) and Breaking the Page: Transforming Books and the Reading Experience. He blogs at
www.newkindofbook.com and you can follow him on Twitter @petermeyers. Peter's
undergraduate degree is from Harvard, where he studied American history and literature, and he
has an MFA in fiction from the Iowa Writers’ Workshop.
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The Shochu HandbookAn Introduction to Japan's Indigenous Distilled DrinkbyChristopher
PellegriniThe Shochu Handbook: An Introduction to Japan's Indigenous Distilled DrinkThis
eBook is licensed for your personal enjoyment only. This eBook may not be re-sold or given
away to other people. If you would like to share this book with another person, please purchase
an additional copy for each person you share it with. If you are reading this book and did not
purchase it, or it was not purchased for your use only, then you should return to
Smashwords.com and purchase your own copy. Thank you for respecting the hard work of the
author.Copyright © 2014 (text, photographs, maps, illustrations, images) Christopher Pellegrini.
All rights reserved, including the right to reproduce this book, or portions thereof, in any form. No
part of this text may be reproduced, transmitted, downloaded, decompiled, reverse engineered,
or stored in or introduced into any information storage and retrieval system, in any form or by any
means, whether electronic or mechanical without the express written permission of the author.
The scanning, uploading, and distribution of this book via the Internet or via any other means
without the permission of the publisher is illegal and punishable by law. Please purchase only
authorized electronic editions and do not participate in or encourage electronic piracy of
copyrighted materials.Requests for permission to make copies of any part of the work should be
submitted to the author at pellegrini@shochu.pro.The bottles featured in this publication were
purchased by the author. The labels may not be the same as the ones currently used by the
given distilleries. The bottles, labels, and all other logos are included for documentary and
commentary purposes and fall under fair-use rights.Products, logos, trademarks, and
trademarked names are used throughout this book to describe various proprietary products that
are owned by third parties. No endorsement of the information contained in this book is given by
the owners of such products and trademarks, and no endorsement is implied by the inclusion of
products, pictures, logos, or trademarks in this book.The publisher does not have any control
over and does not assume any responsibility for author or third-party websites or their
content.Cover Designed by: Telemachus Press, LLCCover photos and all interior photography
by Marcus Lovitt.Proofreading by Stephen Lyman.Published by: Telemachus Press, LLCVisit the
author website:Version 2018.07.23This book is dedicated to my parents, Lucy and
Raymond.They taught me always to give more than I ever thought I
could.ContentsPrefaceIntroductionChapter 1. What is shochu?Chapter 2. How is honkaku
shochu unique?Chapter 3. How is shochu made?Chapter 4. Types of shochuChapter 5. Reading
the labelChapter 6. How to serve shochuChapter 7. Shochu pairing and sharingChapter 8.
Recommended shochuChapter 9. Shochu recipesChapter 10. Basic Japanese for shochu
drinkersGlossaryFurther ReadingAuthor BiographyPrefaceNot long after arriving in Japan in
2002, I noticed the beautiful 1.8 liter bottles on display in izakaya and restaurants around Tokyo.
The calligraphy on the labels entranced me, and the size of the bottles signaled that some
serious fun was within reach. Having started my career in the drinks industry as an apprentice at



a small brewery in Vermont, I am burdened with an intense appreciation of both the art and
science of making fine tipples, and my affinity for alcohol tasty enough to warrant packaging in a
receptacle larger than a magnum basically guaranteed that I would attempt to sample and
understand them all.Some of the bars that I visited early on had lengthy nihonshu (saké) menus,
and I greatly enjoyed the tutorials I was treated to by the bar staff and nearby customers about
the different grades and how it's made. I purchased some English-language books about
nihonshu and was able to verify much of what I had heard. My fondness of nihonshu continues
to grow to this day.Other establishments had a stronger focus on a lesser known drink that is
also made in Japan, shochu. As the labels shared the artistry of their nihonshu counterparts, I
required assistance with telling them apart at first. And I soon discovered that I wasn't able to get
my head around this shape-shifting drink. I was introduced to myriad types, and shochu evaded
simple description. Even more confounding was the lack of information that was available about
it. There were only a few books written about shochu in Japanese, and none in English.
Wikipedia was still in its infancy and hadn't expanded enough to have anything to say on the
subject.But the so-called “Third Shochu Boom” (daisanji shochu būmu) was just getting
underway, and I was far from immune from the furor. Starting around 2003, shochu bars popped
up all over Tokyo, some with menus boasting hundreds of labels, and one by one I found myself
drinking my way through the multitude of ingredients used to make this mysterious drink. One
night I'd focus on barley, and the next time out I'd find a place where I could query three or four
potato shochu. Soon friends were texting me details about local watering holes with good
selections of brown sugar shochu or awamori. My interest was piqued by the nuanced aromas in
these different drinks, and the staggering variety of flavors left me spellbound. Shochu had me
hooked.I must add that I began my journey into the world of shochu with next to no Japanese
reading or writing ability. I was making steady progress in my ability to communicate thanks to
the friendly folks enjoying shochu alongside me, but it took me several years before I could
discontinue my dependence on just a mental facsimile of the label's color and all those
contiguous brush strokes. The bar visits were eventually supplemented by distillery tours and sit-
downs with the very people who have made shochu their lives and livelihoods. They reminded
me of the passionate people that I worked with at the brewery several years prior, and their love
of their vocation inspired me to dig deeper.Seeking more expert insight, I began studying for the
shochu sommelier certification exam that is offered by the Sake Service Institute here in Japan,
a process that brought me face to face with my old nemesis, kanji. It was a slow, and at times
frustrating, education because it was nearly impossible for me to corroborate the things that I
was learning with anything in my native tongue. Early on, the only mention that I could find of the
drink was a brief and outdated summary in Richard Hosking's irreplaceable “A Dictionary of
Japanese Food.” A decade later, Andrew Dornenburg and Karen Page's amazing “What to Drink
with What You Eat” joined my home library, and despite featuring a photo of a famous rice
shochu alongside an elegant flight of sushi, the word 'shochu' fails to make an appearance. The
linguistic challenges and outright lack of information that slowed me down at every turn are the



reason that I decided to write this book.I eventually prevailed on the certification exam, and I'm
excited to be a member of a tiny group of licensed, non-Japanese sommeliers living in shochu's
homeland. I now spend a fair amount of my time trying to spread the word about this delicious
libation, its versatility, and that dizzying spectrum of flavors.Before I go any further, though, there
are a few folks that deserve some love. My family and friends have been integral in bringing this
book to fruition. My wife, Yong-nam, put up with my obsessing over the minutiae of this project
for the better part of three years and helped me train my palate for the tasting exam somewhere
in between. My family in Vermont, Lucy Pellegrini, Scott Pellegrini, and Kate and Aaron Welch,
were my backbone from afar.To Thatcher and Junko Spero, David Groff, Garrett DeOrio, Kozo
Ota, David Watkins, and Mac Salman—the jovial encouragement was greatly appreciated. And
to Marcus Lovitt and Mieko Higano, the heart and soul of the Japan Eats team, thank you for
helping me reach the finish line. You know as well as anyone how crazy this trip has been. The
talented folks at Telemachus Press, who have been doggedly diligent and patient throughout
this process, also receive perpetual hat-tips for pretending like I was always on schedule.
Stephen Lyman, my shochu doppelganger from afar, helped tidy up the manuscript with his
detailed notes—your insight was much appreciated. I’d also like to thank the regular members of
my CAST Meetup group in Tokyo for their continued support of the drive to bring shochu to a
wider audience.As far as corporate friends in Japan go, I would like to extend hugs to the Yasuda
Photo Studio team () who graciously provided studio space and equipment to help make the
bottle photos pop. I owe you some kilned shochu cups. And if they didn’t already own tons of
them, I’d offer the same to the staff at Kuroki Honten, Satsuma Shuzō, and Satsuma Musō. Your
passion and attention to detail have inspired me immeasurably. I will visit again soon, I
promise.And to you, dear reader! Thank you for reading this far. Over the next several chapters I
hope to demystify shochu for you and answer most of the questions I can imagine are now on
the tip of your tongue. I'd be willing to bet that they were exactly the same things running through
my mind when I was first drawn in by this unique drink.IntroductionWelcome to the World of
Shochu and Awamori!This book was written with many people in mind. While its utility will be
more readily apparent to readers living or traveling in Japan, far-flung Japan enthusiasts and
shochu drinkers alike will find plenty here to make them want to book a table at the nearest
Japanese restaurant or even a flight to shochu's homeland.This is certainly a book that can be
read out of order—although I must warn you that I have taken significant strides to eliminate
redundancy in the number of times that key vocabulary and production concepts are explained.
At some point most readers will find it necessary to go back and read chapters that they
skipped. However, dog-earing the Glossary at the back of the book should help bridge some of
the gaps.For people living/traveling in Japan, the following chapters may be of particular
interest:Chapter 5: Reading the label is for when you find yourself in front of a wall of shochu at
your local market.Chapter 6: How to serve shochu is for when you get your purchases back to
your abode.Chapter 8: Recommended shochu is for when you decide that you don't yet have
enough shochu and need to go back.Chapter 9: Shochu recipes is for times when you feel like



being more creative.Chapter 10: Basic Japanese for shochu drinkers is absolutely essential for
speaking the language of shochu.For anyone in the world who wants to understand the
subtleties of the different varieties of the drink:Chapter 4: Types of shochu will explain the
different distillation types and most popular ingredients.Chapter 7: Shochu pairing and sharing
will supply the reader with shochu tasting vocabulary and meal tips.The beginning of chapter 10
is probably worth a quick look for anyone who is unsure of how to read transliterated Japanese
words. The primer on Japanese vowel sounds and pronunciation should boost your confidence
when facing the essential vocabulary of the shochu world.There's also a lot in store here for
anyone working in the restaurant and bar industry. If you've ever felt like you need help talking
about the Japanese drinks that you're serving, then this book should definitely help. You'll find
assistance with explaining: the differences between shochu and other drinks in the first two
chapters; the basics of the production process in chapter three; and pairing and describing
flavors in chapter seven.Chapter 1: What is shochu? Included are a history of shochu's evolution
and a rundown of how it differs from nihonshu (saké).Chapter 2: How is honkaku shochu
unique? This chapter will help you explain how shochu is unlike the other clear spirits of the
world.Chapter 3: How is shochu made? This will help you get your head around how those
complex aromas and flavors are created.Chapter 7: Shochu pairing and sharing is a good
starting point for those who need help with describing flavors.A couple of linguistic
disclaimers:There are no English-style plurals in the Japanese language, so I have consciously
avoided using words like 'shochus' in this book. In other words, “We had shochu with dinner” and
“The shop now boasts more than 30 shochu” are both correct.Those readers with some
knowledge of the Japanese language will quickly notice that I have carefully included macrons
over elongated vowels in all situations except for two sets of Japanese vocabulary. One is proper
nouns. Even though it would be more consistent to include them over words like Tokyo, I have
elided them because macrons are exceedingly rare over such words in the real world. The
second group is comprised of words that I believe will be adopted into other languages and
eventually leave their macrons behind anyway. The shining star of this group is undoubtedly
shochu which, for posterity's sake, makes an appearance in the glossary at the end of this book
with its macrons intact.Thank you!Maybe you’re here because of an interest in drinks in general
and Japanese culture in particular. Alternatively, maybe you already know a thing or two about
how alcohol is made, or you are lucky enough to work in an establishment that is now selling
shochu. Perhaps you’re even one of those readers who has tried shochu a couple of times but
has been unsatisfied with the vague and conflicting drink descriptions offered by the menu and
wait staff that you dealt with the night prior. Read on, for I’m pretty sure that most of your
questions will be answered in the next few chapters of this book. Thanks for joining me, and
welcome to the world of Japan’s ubiquitous libation, shochu!Chapter 1What is shochu?Shochu
is good. Often referred to by its statelier moniker, “honkaku shochu,” it's Japan's oldest distilled
alcoholic beverage. It's made from a variety of ingredients, everything from sweet potatoes to
brown sugar to chestnuts (and their kōji), and it's a mainstay in most bars, restaurants, and



bottle shops around the country. An alleged relative of the continental distilling traditions
commonly referred to as arak, shochu's most direct ancestor is the awamori that is produced
and adored in the Ryūkyū Islands, a part of Japan that is now known as Okinawa. It is a
beverage that is intimately connected to the subtleties of Japanese cuisine and the vegetation
that calls this country home.Aside from being delicious, what else is shochu? Well, it’s easy to
pronounce correctly. Say it with me, show-chew (or try /shōh chū/ if you have already perused
the first part of chapter 10). The Chinese characters (kanji) used to write the word on bottles and
menus here in Japan,   , literally mean 'burned alcohol' which alludes to the fact that it's
distilled. This may come as a surprise for some readers, but despite the strong sales and
recognition afforded to Japanese whiskey around the world these days, shochu is currently the
best-selling spirit here in Japan. After decades of playing second fiddle to nihonshu (saké), this
versatile beverage seems to finally be enjoying the respect that it deserves.Indeed, versatility is
a major reason why shochu is climbing the ranks. It's an excellent aperitif but is also commonly
enjoyed alongside a meal. It goes without saying that shochu is great when drinking socially, and
it can be served in myriad ways. People drink it straight up, as the base alcohol in a cocktail, with
a couple splashes of cool water, and even with hot water to help enhance the drink's bouquet.
The ability to suit any occasion or craving is what causes it to show up in nearly every
convenience store, supermarket, restaurant, bar and bottle shop across Japan, and it's also why
it will soon be seen on the menu of a drinking establishment near you.And what is shochu not?
Well, at 50-60 proof, it certainly doesn't qualify for membership in the world's “firewater” club,
that legion of spirits whose credentials include blinding alcohol percentages and searing
aftertaste—and membership dues involve multi-day hangovers. On the contrary, shochu is a
respected tipple that has been granted geographical protection by the World Trade Organization
(WTO) to help prevent others from passing their beverages off as the real thing. Just as wine can
only be labeled Bordeaux if it was brewed in that particular region of France, and Scotch
whiskey must be distilled in Scotland, there are four types of shochu and awamori that enjoy the
same international protection under Article 23 of the TRIPS agreement.HistoryHistorians have
found evidence of distillation technology being used in Mesopotamia, which is now modern-day
Iraq, between four and five thousand years ago. However, it took quite a while for that technology
to spread around the world. Distillation was taking place in Cordoba, Spain by 732 BC, and
eastern trade routes helped give rise to distillation in India roughly 400 years later. Japan was
first introduced to the wonderful world of distilled spirits in the early 15th century, and official
records kept by Korea's Joseon Dynasty show that by 1477 Okinawans were making their own
distilled drinks to compete with the variety of alcoholic beverages being imported through
decades of trade with Siam (modern-day Thailand).No one is entirely sure how distillation
technology finally made its way to Japan, but there are at least four major theories that are still
being debated. The most popular theory is the overseas route between Thailand and Okinawa,
Japan. This route seems the most probable because of Okinawa's trade history, as well as the
initial and continued use of long-grain Thai rice in the production of shochu's sibling spirit to the



south, awamori.The rest of the possible routes find their way to Japan via China. The first
hypothesizes an arcing journey that passes through northern China before traveling down
through the Korean Peninsula and eventually taking a short trip across the water to Kyushu
Island, an area that would eventually become the heart and soul of shochu production in Japan.
It is highly likely that this route had a direct hand in the birth of Japan's barley shochu tradition. A
more southerly route swings past modern-day Shanghai, skips the peninsula, and sails straight
to Kyushu. The final theory posits that distillation techniques journeyed across southern China
before eventually landing at the ports of Okinawa's main island. Even though historians may
never settle on a definitive connection to the distilling bloodline of the Asian continent, it's
probably fair to assume that all four of these routes, with all of the goods and ideas that changed
hands along them, had at least a small influence on the birth of distilled drinks in Japan at one
point or another.Following the official Korean accounts of trade and life in Okinawa during the
fifteenth century, Jorge Álvarez, a Portuguese explorer who spent time in Yamagawa Port near
the mouth of Kagoshima Bay, wrote in 1546 that the Japanese drank an arak-like spirit made
from rice. This is likely the first reference to rice shochu, and Álvarez further commented that he
never witnessed a single display of public drunkenness. The reason for this, he wrote, was that
when the local residents became inebriated, they simply made themselves comfy and conked
out.In 1954, the earliest known direct reference to shochu was discovered at a shrine in northern
Kagoshima Prefecture. The carpenters of the Koriyama Hachiman Shrine vented their
frustrations with the head priest by inscribing some graffiti on one of the structure's internal
boards. The graffiti, dating from 1559, is written in an old style of Japanese that is no longer
used, but my translation of the modern Japanese equivalent would be, “The chief shintō priest of
the shrine was so stingy that he never once gave us shochu to drink.”By 1696 some brewers
were already adding shochu to their nihonshu, a practice that continues in some grades to this
day. However, it wasn't until 1705 that the sweet potato, which was called kansho (  ) back then,
finally reached its enduring home in Japan, southern Kyushu Island, on Riemon Maeda's return
trip from the islands of Okinawa. The spud spread quickly. In 1723 it had made its way all the
way out to Hachijojima near the end of the Izu Islands south of Tokyo. In 1734, sweet potatoes
were brought to Tokyo itself (back then call Edo), and the Tosa region (modern-day Kochi
Prefecture on Shikoku Island) was the recipient of both sweet potatoes and shochu distillation
know-how in 1735. Hachijojima, on the other hand, had to wait until 1853 for still technology to
reach its volcanic shores.A serving carafe called a gara from Kumamoto Prefecture.In 1895 the
patent still (continuous distillation) arrived in Japan, and in 1910 multiple-distilled shochu (kōrui)
hit the market, setting the groundwork for countless innovations and improvements in the
traditional single-distilled (otsurui) shochu industry. Some of the more momentous occasions
were the discovery of white kōji kin by Gen'ichiro Kawachi in 1923, and the official recognition of
brown sugar shochu in 1953. However, it took until the 1970s for single-distilled shochu to start
commanding the respect it deserved. Shochu makers started using the current designation
honkaku in 1971, and they also began experimenting with different ingredients and low pressure



(gen'atsu) distillation. Best-selling shochu labels such as Unkai (soba shochu) and Iichiko
(barley shochu) were born in 1973 and 1979, respectively, and popular sesame and gen'atsu
shochu reached the market in the interim.Many scholars point to 1976 as the beginning of the
first shochu boom in Japan. This was roughly the same time that the now standard hot water
(oyuwari) mixing ratio of 6:4 (roku yon) was popularized, and later a pair of legendary aged
barley shochu from Kuroki Honten and Satsuma Shuzō helped reinvigorate the shochu boom in
the 1980s. November 1st, 1987, was the first year that Honkaku Shochu and Awamori Day was
celebrated. That inaugural celebration was held right about when the GATT and TRIPS
negotiations began their ongoing search for international common ground on recognizing and
protecting intellectual property rights. This had significant ramifications for the shochu and
awamori industries because rules for using regional names to add value to products were
codified in the final agreement, and as mentioned earlier Japan now boasts four appellations of
origin ascribed to shochu and awamori products.Cask-aged shochu stacked to the ceiling.The
third and most recent so-called 'Shochu Boom' swept the major metropolitan regions of Japan
starting in 2003. Honkaku shochu bars and izakaya blossomed around Tokyo, some of which
offered customers shochu lists of literally hundreds of bottles. The selection at most
supermarkets, and even at many convenience stores, has followed suit with label inventories
reaching up into the dozens in some establishments.Shochu is now produced in all 47 of
Japan's prefectures, but the primary centers of production are still the prefectures of Kyushu
Island (honkaku shochu) and Okinawa Prefecture (awamori). Kyushu is made up of seven
prefectures, each with its own forte in terms of the ingredients locally available to the distiller.
Oita, Fukuoka, and Saga Prefectures in the north are known for their kasutori shochu which is
distilled from nihonshu lees. Kumamoto Prefecture is also acclaimed for its rice shochu products
although lees are not used. Oita Prefecture again, and Nagasaki and Miyazaki Prefectures as
well, make very tasty barley shochu. Miyazaki also gets credit for introducing the world to
buckwheat shochu while concurrently producing a fair amount of sweet potato shochu. However,
the latter type of shochu is completely dominated by neighboring Kagoshima Prefecture,
Kyushu's most southern member. The Amami Islands that extend toward Okinawa Prefecture
are technically part of Kagoshima, so the prefecture can claim brown sugar shochu as well.
Okinawa Prefecture used to make potato shochu hundreds of years ago, but these days it
focuses almost exclusively on distilling and aging awamori.All of these references to shochu and
awamori, when added together, show that the history of these drinks exceeds five hundred
years. Many are surprised when they hear that shochu has been around for so long and played
such an important role in society given that the drink has only recently begun to find its way
outside of Japan. Over the past several decades, shochu consumption in Japan has surged to
the extent that supply is just barely keeping up with demand. This is not particularly good news
for shochu fans outside of Japan. It is likely that they will never be able to get their hands on
some of the finer specimens cooked up by tiny family-run distilleries in the southwestern
prefectures of the archipelago. However, if history is any indication, and it often is with aspects of



Japanese culinary and entertainment culture, shochu is gearing up for a steady expansion to all
corners of the globe, including a bottle shop or restaurant near you.How is shochu different from
saké?But before we go any further, let's get one thing straight—shochu should never be
confused with nihonshu. This is something that countless people from the shochu and nihonshu
industries in Japan have asked me to stress when they learned that I was writing this book.
Nihonshu, which is known as saké outside of Japan and sometimes called seishu domestically,
is a drink brewed from polished rice. Quite simply, shochu is distilled, but nihonshu is not.
Puzzlingly, nihonshu is often referred to as a rice wine due to the lack of carbonation in most
varieties, but it is not technically a wine in any way, shape, or form. Actually, if you're in the food
and drinks industry and your business serves nihonshu, then you should definitely stop calling it
rice wine. Let consumers make that mistake so that you can politely correct them and explain
that the nihonshu brewing process is far more complicated than what is required for wine
production. And please learn to pronounce saké correctly (sah-keh).In fact, since we’re splitting
hairs here, nihonshu is probably more similar to beer than wine at least as far as the brewing
process itself is concerned. But don't go calling it a rice beer either. That would effectively equate
nihonshu with the rice lagers of the world, and that's just not a polite thing to do. To avoid getting
bogged down in the minute differences between beer, nihonshu, and wine production, and to
avoid self-righteous, alcohol-fueled warfare, let us simply cut this short by accepting nihonshu
expert and author John Gauntner's assertion that his beverage of choice is neither a beer nor a
wine—it deserves a classification all its own.Honkaku shochu, on the other hand, is far easier to
classify. It's a spirit, and most types of shochu neither smell nor taste anything like nihonshu. To
be fair, shochu has a few modest ties to its more well-known cousin. For instance, rice is one of
the four most common base ingredients used to make shochu, and nihonshu lees are used to
make one particular variety of shochu called kasutori. Awamori, the shochu made in Okinawa, is
also made with rice. Additionally, the same variety of kōji kin that is used to break rice starch
down into fermentable sugars is currently used in several popular shochu. Now that may sound
like a lot of similarities, but the truth of the matter is that the nose and taste buds will find very
little in common between most shochu and nihonshu.Look at it this way: rice shochu is to
nihonshu what whiskey is to beer and brandy is to wine. But that obscenely simplified
comparison falls apart when you look at all of the different ingredients used to make honkaku
shochu. I defy thee to sip a potato shochu, or a kelp shochu, or a shiitake mushroom shochu and
remark with a straight face that they remind you either of nihonshu or each other. There is simply
no intellectually or alcoholically honest way to think of shochu and nihonshu as being the same
thing, or in the vast majority of cases, even remotely similar. So don't.Accordingly, it is correct to
group shochu with all of the other spirits of the world. That's right, shochu will one day find its
way into your local liquor shop on a shelf right beside the whiskey, rum, gin, vodka, and tequila.
And by the way, saké is actually the Japanese word for ‘alcohol,’ so shochu, wine, whiskey, and
beer are saké, too. To wit, if you walk into an izakaya in Kagoshima Prefecture and ask for saké,
they'll serve you shochu.What is shochu made from?This is the mind-blowing part, and it



simultaneously serves as a window to how deep the shochu rabbit hole goes. Along with its
versatility, shochu lovers are infatuated with its variety. Because honkaku shochu is made from
such a dizzying range of base ingredients, the resulting beverages can vary enormously. Indeed,
this nearly endless variety of aroma and flavor is what makes the world of shochu so exciting
and enjoyable for the enthusiast. Shochu is very much like beer in that respect.Base ingredients
used in honkaku shochu production:sweet potato (satsuma imo)barley (mugi)rice (kome)brown
sugar (kokutō)buckwheat (soba)aloe (aroe)pumpkin (kabocha)milk (gyūnyū)chestnut
(kuri)sesame (goma)carrot (ninjin)kelp (konbu)perilla (shiso)cactus (saboten)tomatoradish
(daikon)That short list was about one-fifth of the legally recognized raw ingredients used to
make honkaku shochu here in Japan. Obviously, some types are more popular and common
than others. Sweet potato, barley, rice (including awamori and kasutori shochu), buckwheat, and
brown sugar are by far the biggest sellers. Other types of shochu are regional phenomena that
are often marketed as souvenirs to tourists looking for local goodies. Interestingly, dates are the
only fruit legally allowed in the production of honkaku shochu. My advice is to try whatever you
can get your hands on. A tomato or green pepper shochu might not be your cup of tea, so to
speak, but I bet you could have some fun making a signature Bloody Mary with them. Naturally,
since we're dealing with such a wide swath of aroma and flavor, the food pairing possibilities are
literally endless.Sweet potatoes getting a greenhouse-assisted head start.Japan’s next cultural
exportAnd this book? Well, the most exciting part of it for me is helping to get people outside of
Japan in on the ground floor of shochu's imminent spread across the globe. Now granted,
getting your hands on good shochu is still a difficult thing to do in many places, but Japanese
restaurants and izakaya are springing up in major cities everywhere, and curious imbibers are
asking their local distributors to start sourcing it. You should, too.Shochu is still relatively new to
the world of international export, and that is part of the reason why it has not yet gotten the press
that it deserves. To be fair, even in Japan shochu is largely denied the media attention afforded
to happenings in the beer and nihonshu industries. Interestingly, over the past decade and a
half, awamori and shochu have quietly overtaken nihonshu in terms of domestic consumption.
According to the Japanese Tax Office, sales of awamori and shochu eclipsed those of nihonshu
in 2003, and the gap has mostly increased ever since. In 2015, for instance, distilleries shipped
245,000 more kiloliters (64.7 million US gallons) of product than the nihonshu industry. That puts
it second in the country behind beer in terms of domestically-produced alcoholic beverages.
However, despite strong evidence of shochu's position in the drinks industry, many still see it as
the final stop on the long train line of old man drinks (the penultimate is single malt whiskey in
case you were wondering). Things are certainly changing, albeit slowly.One could argue that
there are similarities between shochu's role in Japan's culinary culture and the position of beer in
the world's collective conscious. My experience working in the beer industry taught me that no
matter how refined the product we were brewing, and no matter how well it complemented the
items on the restaurant menu where it was being served, people would automatically turn their
attention to the wine list. There is an ingrained notion that wine is simply more sophisticated, or



as beer expert, author, and educator Randy Mosher surmised, “the automatic sense of class
and status accorded to wine relative to beer.” To my mind, shochu is basically in the same boat
as beer but looking up at nihonshu.Allow me to leave you with some of shochu's sales
points:Compared with the spirits of the worldLarger variety of base ingredients used in
productionWider variety of flavors and aromasGreater flexibility of serving styles: straight, on the
rocks, mixed with cold/hot water, cocktail, etc.Lower calorie content/ABVLess likely to cause
hangover (moderate consumption!)Pairs well with all types of cuisineAppropriate before, during,
and after mealsCompared with other drinks produced in JapanBetter cost performanceLonger
shelf life than brewed drinksMore flexibility in serving style to suit individual tasteComparable
levels of historical significance and characterFar greater variety of flavors and aromasMore
flexibility when pairing with foodChapter 2How is honkaku shochu unique?Due to the immense
variety of ingredients and resulting aroma, flavor profile, mouth feel and finish, the casual drinker
will often find it difficult to pin shochu down or categorize it. This drink is not easily pigeon-holed,
that's for sure. One can sample a different bottle each day for months on end and still have only
a fleeting sense of what shochu is all about. Many times the confusion can be attributed to a lack
of appreciation of the varied base ingredients, production techniques, and storage methods that
cause the bottled result to dance all over the palate's map.It is a drink that, just like wine, beer
and whiskey, is difficult to quantify in a summary of 140 Twitter bytes or less. Seated at your local
bar, the shochu on the left might seem enormously similar to rye but the one perched right next
to it is reminiscent of that milky makgeolli you tried at a Korean barbeque restaurant. Shochu is
at once mind-boggling and joyous like that. During a recent stay in Avignon, France, I had the
good fortune to dine at a small restaurant with a modest but excellent list of Côtes du Rhône
wines. Imagine my delight when I found that the bouquet of my glass of “Bressy-Masson Mode
Vergaderen Get Together Rencontres” was a dead ringer for a potato shochu! Wine enthusiasts,
of course, will argue that it is the shochu that smells like the wine, but my point about the various
liquids carrying the shochu banner stands undented. Sometimes shochu presents you with the
sensory experience that you expect. Other times, a potato shochu can smell exactly like a fine
wine. And that's one of its' indelible beauties—it's fully capable of blanketing the far reaches of
the flavor map. Another admirable trait is its tendency not to cause severe hangovers.The
shochu industry's ability to give consumers so many different looks is precisely why it's
necessary to explain how honkaku shochu is unique within the vast and well-documented world
of spirits, or what is colloquially known as 'hard alcohol' or liquor in other parts of the world.
Shochu is distilled and sold almost everywhere in Japan, but somehow it largely stays out of the
way. That is part of the reason why only about a dozen books have been written on the subject in
Japanese, of which about five of them are readily available at decent bookstores, and until this
book's publication, zero had been penned in English.What follows is a brief and necessarily
simple rundown of how shochu differs from some of the other colorless spirits from across the
globe.Honkaku Shochu vs VodkaHonkaku shochu is often erroneously referred to as 'Japanese
vodka' due to the fact that it is a distilled clear beverage. One key difference is that honkaku



shochu uses kōji to help with saccharification while mass market vodka does not. Also, and this
is incredibly important, honkaku shochu is distilled just once in a pot still, but as you've probably
noticed from the label vodka is generally distilled at least a few times. As we will see, distilling
repeatedly will strip out most hints of whatever plant was fermented to make alcohol. Indeed,
vodka is valued in cocktail mixing due to its lack of strong flavors and aromas, and that all comes
down to the fact that it is distilled repeatedly.More obvious than differences in production
processes, to the casual observer at least, is the fact that honkaku shochu is commonly bottled
for the Japanese market at 25% alcohol by volume (ABV) while most vodka is at least 80 proof
(40% ABV). Despite its elevated ethanol content, vodka is frequently consumed straight—in wee
glasses that are designed to hasten the end of the evening. To be sure, shochu is also enjoyed
neat, but often in larger glasses and at a slower pace. There's simply much more to savor with
each sip.It is also worth noting that while good vodka and shochu are smooth, there is generally
no comparison in terms of bouquet and flavor. You will find honkaku shochu that is incredibly
smooth going down, especially low pressure distilled rice (kome) and some types of barley
(mugi) shochu, but on the whole the flavors and aromas from the ingredients used to make the
mash will be readily apparent. Cheaper varieties of shochu known as kōrui (multiple-distilled) are
nondescript in their bouquet, attack, and mouthfeel and can thus be equated more closely with
vodka even though they’re not filtered with white birch charcoal. However, kōrui shochu is almost
never consumed straight up or on the rocks—it's commonly used as cocktail fuel—so some
might opine that it is unfair to equate it with upper tier vodka.Honkaku Shochu vs Soju
(Korea)Traditionally made soju (soh ju) is more similar to honkaku shochu than vodka. As in
shochu production, old-school soju distillers leverage kōji kin (mold spores) to provide the
enzymes necessary for converting starches into sugar and the fermented mash is run through a
pot still. However, the overwhelming majority of soju made today is not made in the traditional
style, thus it bears little resemblance to honkaku shochu. That last claim may sound strange to
some folks reading this outside of Japan. Allow me to explain.Due to a state-specific American
liquor control tax loophole, many eating and drinking establishments in the US that carry
shochu, particularly in the states of California and New York, serve it under the name soju, its
Korean multiple-distilled cousin. In many cases it actually says 'soju' right on the bottle.
Obviously, this has had the effect of confusing and misinforming consumers. The reason for this
is soju, due to its mid-level ABV and some heavy lobbying at the California state capitol, now
skirts the parameters of a full-blown liquor license which can be prohibitively expensive for new
business owners. Many establishments opt for the less restrictive beer and wine license which
currently accommodates some medium ABV drinks like soju (24% ABV and lower).The Shochu
HandbookAn Introduction to Japan's Indigenous Distilled DrinkbyChristopher PellegriniThe
Shochu HandbookAn Introduction to Japan's Indigenous Distilled DrinkbyChristopher
PellegriniThe Shochu Handbook: An Introduction to Japan's Indigenous Distilled DrinkThis
eBook is licensed for your personal enjoyment only. This eBook may not be re-sold or given
away to other people. If you would like to share this book with another person, please purchase



an additional copy for each person you share it with. If you are reading this book and did not
purchase it, or it was not purchased for your use only, then you should return to
Smashwords.com and purchase your own copy. Thank you for respecting the hard work of the
author.Copyright © 2014 (text, photographs, maps, illustrations, images) Christopher Pellegrini.
All rights reserved, including the right to reproduce this book, or portions thereof, in any form. No
part of this text may be reproduced, transmitted, downloaded, decompiled, reverse engineered,
or stored in or introduced into any information storage and retrieval system, in any form or by any
means, whether electronic or mechanical without the express written permission of the author.
The scanning, uploading, and distribution of this book via the Internet or via any other means
without the permission of the publisher is illegal and punishable by law. Please purchase only
authorized electronic editions and do not participate in or encourage electronic piracy of
copyrighted materials.Requests for permission to make copies of any part of the work should be
submitted to the author at pellegrini@shochu.pro.The bottles featured in this publication were
purchased by the author. The labels may not be the same as the ones currently used by the
given distilleries. The bottles, labels, and all other logos are included for documentary and
commentary purposes and fall under fair-use rights.Products, logos, trademarks, and
trademarked names are used throughout this book to describe various proprietary products that
are owned by third parties. No endorsement of the information contained in this book is given by
the owners of such products and trademarks, and no endorsement is implied by the inclusion of
products, pictures, logos, or trademarks in this book.The publisher does not have any control
over and does not assume any responsibility for author or third-party websites or their
content.Cover Designed by: Telemachus Press, LLCCover photos and all interior photography
by Marcus Lovitt.Proofreading by Stephen Lyman.Published by: Telemachus Press, LLCVisit the
author website:Version 2018.07.23The Shochu Handbook: An Introduction to Japan's
Indigenous Distilled DrinkThis eBook is licensed for your personal enjoyment only. This eBook
may not be re-sold or given away to other people. If you would like to share this book with
another person, please purchase an additional copy for each person you share it with. If you are
reading this book and did not purchase it, or it was not purchased for your use only, then you
should return to Smashwords.com and purchase your own copy. Thank you for respecting the
hard work of the author.Copyright © 2014 (text, photographs, maps, illustrations, images)
Christopher Pellegrini. All rights reserved, including the right to reproduce this book, or portions
thereof, in any form. No part of this text may be reproduced, transmitted, downloaded,
decompiled, reverse engineered, or stored in or introduced into any information storage and
retrieval system, in any form or by any means, whether electronic or mechanical without the
express written permission of the author. The scanning, uploading, and distribution of this book
via the Internet or via any other means without the permission of the publisher is illegal and
punishable by law. Please purchase only authorized electronic editions and do not participate in
or encourage electronic piracy of copyrighted materials.Requests for permission to make copies
of any part of the work should be submitted to the author at pellegrini@shochu.pro.The bottles



featured in this publication were purchased by the author. The labels may not be the same as the
ones currently used by the given distilleries. The bottles, labels, and all other logos are included
for documentary and commentary purposes and fall under fair-use rights.Products, logos,
trademarks, and trademarked names are used throughout this book to describe various
proprietary products that are owned by third parties. No endorsement of the information
contained in this book is given by the owners of such products and trademarks, and no
endorsement is implied by the inclusion of products, pictures, logos, or trademarks in this
book.The publisher does not have any control over and does not assume any responsibility for
author or third-party websites or their content.Cover Designed by: Telemachus Press, LLCCover
photos and all interior photography by Marcus Lovitt.Proofreading by Stephen Lyman.Published
by: Telemachus Press, LLCVisit the author website:ISBN: 978-1-940745-27-5 (eBook)ISBN:
978-1-940745-28-2 (paperback)Version 2018.07.23This book is dedicated to my parents, Lucy
and Raymond.They taught me always to give more than I ever thought I could.This book is
dedicated to my parents, Lucy and Raymond.They taught me always to give more than I ever
thought I could.ContentsPrefaceIntroductionChapter 1. What is shochu?Chapter 2. How is
honkaku shochu unique?Chapter 3. How is shochu made?Chapter 4. Types of shochuChapter
5. Reading the labelChapter 6. How to serve shochuChapter 7. Shochu pairing and
sharingChapter 8. Recommended shochuChapter 9. Shochu recipesChapter 10. Basic
Japanese for shochu drinkersGlossaryFurther ReadingAuthor
BiographyContentsPrefaceIntroductionChapter 1. What is shochu?Chapter 2. How is honkaku
shochu unique?Chapter 3. How is shochu made?Chapter 4. Types of shochuChapter 5. Reading
the labelChapter 6. How to serve shochuChapter 7. Shochu pairing and sharingChapter 8.
Recommended shochuChapter 9. Shochu recipesChapter 10. Basic Japanese for shochu
drinkersGlossaryFurther ReadingAuthor BiographyPrefaceNot long after arriving in Japan in
2002, I noticed the beautiful 1.8 liter bottles on display in izakaya and restaurants around Tokyo.
The calligraphy on the labels entranced me, and the size of the bottles signaled that some
serious fun was within reach. Having started my career in the drinks industry as an apprentice at
a small brewery in Vermont, I am burdened with an intense appreciation of both the art and
science of making fine tipples, and my affinity for alcohol tasty enough to warrant packaging in a
receptacle larger than a magnum basically guaranteed that I would attempt to sample and
understand them all.Some of the bars that I visited early on had lengthy nihonshu (saké) menus,
and I greatly enjoyed the tutorials I was treated to by the bar staff and nearby customers about
the different grades and how it's made. I purchased some English-language books about
nihonshu and was able to verify much of what I had heard. My fondness of nihonshu continues
to grow to this day.Other establishments had a stronger focus on a lesser known drink that is
also made in Japan, shochu. As the labels shared the artistry of their nihonshu counterparts, I
required assistance with telling them apart at first. And I soon discovered that I wasn't able to get
my head around this shape-shifting drink. I was introduced to myriad types, and shochu evaded
simple description. Even more confounding was the lack of information that was available about



it. There were only a few books written about shochu in Japanese, and none in English.
Wikipedia was still in its infancy and hadn't expanded enough to have anything to say on the
subject.But the so-called “Third Shochu Boom” (daisanji shochu būmu) was just getting
underway, and I was far from immune from the furor. Starting around 2003, shochu bars popped
up all over Tokyo, some with menus boasting hundreds of labels, and one by one I found myself
drinking my way through the multitude of ingredients used to make this mysterious drink. One
night I'd focus on barley, and the next time out I'd find a place where I could query three or four
potato shochu. Soon friends were texting me details about local watering holes with good
selections of brown sugar shochu or awamori. My interest was piqued by the nuanced aromas in
these different drinks, and the staggering variety of flavors left me spellbound. Shochu had me
hooked.I must add that I began my journey into the world of shochu with next to no Japanese
reading or writing ability. I was making steady progress in my ability to communicate thanks to
the friendly folks enjoying shochu alongside me, but it took me several years before I could
discontinue my dependence on just a mental facsimile of the label's color and all those
contiguous brush strokes. The bar visits were eventually supplemented by distillery tours and sit-
downs with the very people who have made shochu their lives and livelihoods. They reminded
me of the passionate people that I worked with at the brewery several years prior, and their love
of their vocation inspired me to dig deeper.Seeking more expert insight, I began studying for the
shochu sommelier certification exam that is offered by the Sake Service Institute here in Japan,
a process that brought me face to face with my old nemesis, kanji. It was a slow, and at times
frustrating, education because it was nearly impossible for me to corroborate the things that I
was learning with anything in my native tongue. Early on, the only mention that I could find of the
drink was a brief and outdated summary in Richard Hosking's irreplaceable “A Dictionary of
Japanese Food.” A decade later, Andrew Dornenburg and Karen Page's amazing “What to Drink
with What You Eat” joined my home library, and despite featuring a photo of a famous rice
shochu alongside an elegant flight of sushi, the word 'shochu' fails to make an appearance. The
linguistic challenges and outright lack of information that slowed me down at every turn are the
reason that I decided to write this book.I eventually prevailed on the certification exam, and I'm
excited to be a member of a tiny group of licensed, non-Japanese sommeliers living in shochu's
homeland. I now spend a fair amount of my time trying to spread the word about this delicious
libation, its versatility, and that dizzying spectrum of flavors.Before I go any further, though, there
are a few folks that deserve some love. My family and friends have been integral in bringing this
book to fruition. My wife, Yong-nam, put up with my obsessing over the minutiae of this project
for the better part of three years and helped me train my palate for the tasting exam somewhere
in between. My family in Vermont, Lucy Pellegrini, Scott Pellegrini, and Kate and Aaron Welch,
were my backbone from afar.To Thatcher and Junko Spero, David Groff, Garrett DeOrio, Kozo
Ota, David Watkins, and Mac Salman—the jovial encouragement was greatly appreciated. And
to Marcus Lovitt and Mieko Higano, the heart and soul of the Japan Eats team, thank you for
helping me reach the finish line. You know as well as anyone how crazy this trip has been. The



talented folks at Telemachus Press, who have been doggedly diligent and patient throughout
this process, also receive perpetual hat-tips for pretending like I was always on schedule.
Stephen Lyman, my shochu doppelganger from afar, helped tidy up the manuscript with his
detailed notes—your insight was much appreciated. I’d also like to thank the regular members of
my CAST Meetup group in Tokyo for their continued support of the drive to bring shochu to a
wider audience.As far as corporate friends in Japan go, I would like to extend hugs to the Yasuda
Photo Studio team () who graciously provided studio space and equipment to help make the
bottle photos pop. I owe you some kilned shochu cups. And if they didn’t already own tons of
them, I’d offer the same to the staff at Kuroki Honten, Satsuma Shuzō, and Satsuma Musō. Your
passion and attention to detail have inspired me immeasurably. I will visit again soon, I
promise.And to you, dear reader! Thank you for reading this far. Over the next several chapters I
hope to demystify shochu for you and answer most of the questions I can imagine are now on
the tip of your tongue. I'd be willing to bet that they were exactly the same things running through
my mind when I was first drawn in by this unique drink.PrefaceNot long after arriving in Japan in
2002, I noticed the beautiful 1.8 liter bottles on display in izakaya and restaurants around Tokyo.
The calligraphy on the labels entranced me, and the size of the bottles signaled that some
serious fun was within reach. Having started my career in the drinks industry as an apprentice at
a small brewery in Vermont, I am burdened with an intense appreciation of both the art and
science of making fine tipples, and my affinity for alcohol tasty enough to warrant packaging in a
receptacle larger than a magnum basically guaranteed that I would attempt to sample and
understand them all.Some of the bars that I visited early on had lengthy nihonshu (saké) menus,
and I greatly enjoyed the tutorials I was treated to by the bar staff and nearby customers about
the different grades and how it's made. I purchased some English-language books about
nihonshu and was able to verify much of what I had heard. My fondness of nihonshu continues
to grow to this day.Other establishments had a stronger focus on a lesser known drink that is
also made in Japan, shochu. As the labels shared the artistry of their nihonshu counterparts, I
required assistance with telling them apart at first. And I soon discovered that I wasn't able to get
my head around this shape-shifting drink. I was introduced to myriad types, and shochu evaded
simple description. Even more confounding was the lack of information that was available about
it. There were only a few books written about shochu in Japanese, and none in English.
Wikipedia was still in its infancy and hadn't expanded enough to have anything to say on the
subject.But the so-called “Third Shochu Boom” (daisanji shochu būmu) was just getting
underway, and I was far from immune from the furor. Starting around 2003, shochu bars popped
up all over Tokyo, some with menus boasting hundreds of labels, and one by one I found myself
drinking my way through the multitude of ingredients used to make this mysterious drink. One
night I'd focus on barley, and the next time out I'd find a place where I could query three or four
potato shochu. Soon friends were texting me details about local watering holes with good
selections of brown sugar shochu or awamori. My interest was piqued by the nuanced aromas in
these different drinks, and the staggering variety of flavors left me spellbound. Shochu had me



hooked.I must add that I began my journey into the world of shochu with next to no Japanese
reading or writing ability. I was making steady progress in my ability to communicate thanks to
the friendly folks enjoying shochu alongside me, but it took me several years before I could
discontinue my dependence on just a mental facsimile of the label's color and all those
contiguous brush strokes. The bar visits were eventually supplemented by distillery tours and sit-
downs with the very people who have made shochu their lives and livelihoods. They reminded
me of the passionate people that I worked with at the brewery several years prior, and their love
of their vocation inspired me to dig deeper.Seeking more expert insight, I began studying for the
shochu sommelier certification exam that is offered by the Sake Service Institute here in Japan,
a process that brought me face to face with my old nemesis, kanji. It was a slow, and at times
frustrating, education because it was nearly impossible for me to corroborate the things that I
was learning with anything in my native tongue. Early on, the only mention that I could find of the
drink was a brief and outdated summary in Richard Hosking's irreplaceable “A Dictionary of
Japanese Food.” A decade later, Andrew Dornenburg and Karen Page's amazing “What to Drink
with What You Eat” joined my home library, and despite featuring a photo of a famous rice
shochu alongside an elegant flight of sushi, the word 'shochu' fails to make an appearance. The
linguistic challenges and outright lack of information that slowed me down at every turn are the
reason that I decided to write this book.I eventually prevailed on the certification exam, and I'm
excited to be a member of a tiny group of licensed, non-Japanese sommeliers living in shochu's
homeland. I now spend a fair amount of my time trying to spread the word about this delicious
libation, its versatility, and that dizzying spectrum of flavors.Before I go any further, though, there
are a few folks that deserve some love. My family and friends have been integral in bringing this
book to fruition. My wife, Yong-nam, put up with my obsessing over the minutiae of this project
for the better part of three years and helped me train my palate for the tasting exam somewhere
in between. My family in Vermont, Lucy Pellegrini, Scott Pellegrini, and Kate and Aaron Welch,
were my backbone from afar.To Thatcher and Junko Spero, David Groff, Garrett DeOrio, Kozo
Ota, David Watkins, and Mac Salman—the jovial encouragement was greatly appreciated. And
to Marcus Lovitt and Mieko Higano, the heart and soul of the Japan Eats team, thank you for
helping me reach the finish line. You know as well as anyone how crazy this trip has been. The
talented folks at Telemachus Press, who have been doggedly diligent and patient throughout
this process, also receive perpetual hat-tips for pretending like I was always on schedule.
Stephen Lyman, my shochu doppelganger from afar, helped tidy up the manuscript with his
detailed notes—your insight was much appreciated. I’d also like to thank the regular members of
my CAST Meetup group in Tokyo for their continued support of the drive to bring shochu to a
wider audience.As far as corporate friends in Japan go, I would like to extend hugs to the Yasuda
Photo Studio team () who graciously provided studio space and equipment to help make the
bottle photos pop. I owe you some kilned shochu cups. And if they didn’t already own tons of
them, I’d offer the same to the staff at Kuroki Honten, Satsuma Shuzō, and Satsuma Musō. Your
passion and attention to detail have inspired me immeasurably. I will visit again soon, I



promise.And to you, dear reader! Thank you for reading this far. Over the next several chapters I
hope to demystify shochu for you and answer most of the questions I can imagine are now on
the tip of your tongue. I'd be willing to bet that they were exactly the same things running through
my mind when I was first drawn in by this unique drink.IntroductionWelcome to the World of
Shochu and Awamori!This book was written with many people in mind. While its utility will be
more readily apparent to readers living or traveling in Japan, far-flung Japan enthusiasts and
shochu drinkers alike will find plenty here to make them want to book a table at the nearest
Japanese restaurant or even a flight to shochu's homeland.This is certainly a book that can be
read out of order—although I must warn you that I have taken significant strides to eliminate
redundancy in the number of times that key vocabulary and production concepts are explained.
At some point most readers will find it necessary to go back and read chapters that they
skipped. However, dog-earing the Glossary at the back of the book should help bridge some of
the gaps.For people living/traveling in Japan, the following chapters may be of particular
interest:Chapter 5: Reading the label is for when you find yourself in front of a wall of shochu at
your local market.Chapter 6: How to serve shochu is for when you get your purchases back to
your abode.Chapter 8: Recommended shochu is for when you decide that you don't yet have
enough shochu and need to go back.Chapter 9: Shochu recipes is for times when you feel like
being more creative.Chapter 10: Basic Japanese for shochu drinkers is absolutely essential for
speaking the language of shochu.For anyone in the world who wants to understand the
subtleties of the different varieties of the drink:Chapter 4: Types of shochu will explain the
different distillation types and most popular ingredients.Chapter 7: Shochu pairing and sharing
will supply the reader with shochu tasting vocabulary and meal tips.The beginning of chapter 10
is probably worth a quick look for anyone who is unsure of how to read transliterated Japanese
words. The primer on Japanese vowel sounds and pronunciation should boost your confidence
when facing the essential vocabulary of the shochu world.There's also a lot in store here for
anyone working in the restaurant and bar industry. If you've ever felt like you need help talking
about the Japanese drinks that you're serving, then this book should definitely help. You'll find
assistance with explaining: the differences between shochu and other drinks in the first two
chapters; the basics of the production process in chapter three; and pairing and describing
flavors in chapter seven.Chapter 1: What is shochu? Included are a history of shochu's evolution
and a rundown of how it differs from nihonshu (saké).Chapter 2: How is honkaku shochu
unique? This chapter will help you explain how shochu is unlike the other clear spirits of the
world.Chapter 3: How is shochu made? This will help you get your head around how those
complex aromas and flavors are created.Chapter 7: Shochu pairing and sharing is a good
starting point for those who need help with describing flavors.A couple of linguistic
disclaimers:There are no English-style plurals in the Japanese language, so I have consciously
avoided using words like 'shochus' in this book. In other words, “We had shochu with dinner” and
“The shop now boasts more than 30 shochu” are both correct.Those readers with some
knowledge of the Japanese language will quickly notice that I have carefully included macrons



over elongated vowels in all situations except for two sets of Japanese vocabulary. One is proper
nouns. Even though it would be more consistent to include them over words like Tokyo, I have
elided them because macrons are exceedingly rare over such words in the real world. The
second group is comprised of words that I believe will be adopted into other languages and
eventually leave their macrons behind anyway. The shining star of this group is undoubtedly
shochu which, for posterity's sake, makes an appearance in the glossary at the end of this book
with its macrons intact.Thank you!Maybe you’re here because of an interest in drinks in general
and Japanese culture in particular. Alternatively, maybe you already know a thing or two about
how alcohol is made, or you are lucky enough to work in an establishment that is now selling
shochu. Perhaps you’re even one of those readers who has tried shochu a couple of times but
has been unsatisfied with the vague and conflicting drink descriptions offered by the menu and
wait staff that you dealt with the night prior. Read on, for I’m pretty sure that most of your
questions will be answered in the next few chapters of this book. Thanks for joining me, and
welcome to the world of Japan’s ubiquitous libation, shochu!IntroductionWelcome to the World
of Shochu and Awamori!This book was written with many people in mind. While its utility will be
more readily apparent to readers living or traveling in Japan, far-flung Japan enthusiasts and
shochu drinkers alike will find plenty here to make them want to book a table at the nearest
Japanese restaurant or even a flight to shochu's homeland.This is certainly a book that can be
read out of order—although I must warn you that I have taken significant strides to eliminate
redundancy in the number of times that key vocabulary and production concepts are explained.
At some point most readers will find it necessary to go back and read chapters that they
skipped. However, dog-earing the Glossary at the back of the book should help bridge some of
the gaps.For people living/traveling in Japan, the following chapters may be of particular
interest:Chapter 5: Reading the label is for when you find yourself in front of a wall of shochu at
your local market.Chapter 6: How to serve shochu is for when you get your purchases back to
your abode.Chapter 8: Recommended shochu is for when you decide that you don't yet have
enough shochu and need to go back.Chapter 9: Shochu recipes is for times when you feel like
being more creative.Chapter 10: Basic Japanese for shochu drinkers is absolutely essential for
speaking the language of shochu.For anyone in the world who wants to understand the
subtleties of the different varieties of the drink:Chapter 4: Types of shochu will explain the
different distillation types and most popular ingredients.Chapter 7: Shochu pairing and sharing
will supply the reader with shochu tasting vocabulary and meal tips.The beginning of chapter 10
is probably worth a quick look for anyone who is unsure of how to read transliterated Japanese
words. The primer on Japanese vowel sounds and pronunciation should boost your confidence
when facing the essential vocabulary of the shochu world.There's also a lot in store here for
anyone working in the restaurant and bar industry. If you've ever felt like you need help talking
about the Japanese drinks that you're serving, then this book should definitely help. You'll find
assistance with explaining: the differences between shochu and other drinks in the first two
chapters; the basics of the production process in chapter three; and pairing and describing



flavors in chapter seven.Chapter 1: What is shochu? Included are a history of shochu's evolution
and a rundown of how it differs from nihonshu (saké).Chapter 2: How is honkaku shochu
unique? This chapter will help you explain how shochu is unlike the other clear spirits of the
world.Chapter 3: How is shochu made? This will help you get your head around how those
complex aromas and flavors are created.Chapter 7: Shochu pairing and sharing is a good
starting point for those who need help with describing flavors.A couple of linguistic
disclaimers:There are no English-style plurals in the Japanese language, so I have consciously
avoided using words like 'shochus' in this book. In other words, “We had shochu with dinner” and
“The shop now boasts more than 30 shochu” are both correct.Those readers with some
knowledge of the Japanese language will quickly notice that I have carefully included macrons
over elongated vowels in all situations except for two sets of Japanese vocabulary. One is proper
nouns. Even though it would be more consistent to include them over words like Tokyo, I have
elided them because macrons are exceedingly rare over such words in the real world. The
second group is comprised of words that I believe will be adopted into other languages and
eventually leave their macrons behind anyway. The shining star of this group is undoubtedly
shochu which, for posterity's sake, makes an appearance in the glossary at the end of this book
with its macrons intact.Thank you!Maybe you’re here because of an interest in drinks in general
and Japanese culture in particular. Alternatively, maybe you already know a thing or two about
how alcohol is made, or you are lucky enough to work in an establishment that is now selling
shochu. Perhaps you’re even one of those readers who has tried shochu a couple of times but
has been unsatisfied with the vague and conflicting drink descriptions offered by the menu and
wait staff that you dealt with the night prior. Read on, for I’m pretty sure that most of your
questions will be answered in the next few chapters of this book. Thanks for joining me, and
welcome to the world of Japan’s ubiquitous libation, shochu!Chapter 1What is shochu?Shochu
is good. Often referred to by its statelier moniker, “honkaku shochu,” it's Japan's oldest distilled
alcoholic beverage. It's made from a variety of ingredients, everything from sweet potatoes to
brown sugar to chestnuts (and their kōji), and it's a mainstay in most bars, restaurants, and
bottle shops around the country. An alleged relative of the continental distilling traditions
commonly referred to as arak, shochu's most direct ancestor is the awamori that is produced
and adored in the Ryūkyū Islands, a part of Japan that is now known as Okinawa. It is a
beverage that is intimately connected to the subtleties of Japanese cuisine and the vegetation
that calls this country home.Aside from being delicious, what else is shochu? Well, it’s easy to
pronounce correctly. Say it with me, show-chew (or try /shōh chū/ if you have already perused
the first part of chapter 10). The Chinese characters (kanji) used to write the word on bottles and
menus here in Japan,   , literally mean 'burned alcohol' which alludes to the fact that it's
distilled. This may come as a surprise for some readers, but despite the strong sales and
recognition afforded to Japanese whiskey around the world these days, shochu is currently the
best-selling spirit here in Japan. After decades of playing second fiddle to nihonshu (saké), this
versatile beverage seems to finally be enjoying the respect that it deserves.Indeed, versatility is



a major reason why shochu is climbing the ranks. It's an excellent aperitif but is also commonly
enjoyed alongside a meal. It goes without saying that shochu is great when drinking socially, and
it can be served in myriad ways. People drink it straight up, as the base alcohol in a cocktail, with
a couple splashes of cool water, and even with hot water to help enhance the drink's bouquet.
The ability to suit any occasion or craving is what causes it to show up in nearly every
convenience store, supermarket, restaurant, bar and bottle shop across Japan, and it's also why
it will soon be seen on the menu of a drinking establishment near you.And what is shochu not?
Well, at 50-60 proof, it certainly doesn't qualify for membership in the world's “firewater” club,
that legion of spirits whose credentials include blinding alcohol percentages and searing
aftertaste—and membership dues involve multi-day hangovers. On the contrary, shochu is a
respected tipple that has been granted geographical protection by the World Trade Organization
(WTO) to help prevent others from passing their beverages off as the real thing. Just as wine can
only be labeled Bordeaux if it was brewed in that particular region of France, and Scotch
whiskey must be distilled in Scotland, there are four types of shochu and awamori that enjoy the
same international protection under Article 23 of the TRIPS agreement.HistoryHistorians have
found evidence of distillation technology being used in Mesopotamia, which is now modern-day
Iraq, between four and five thousand years ago. However, it took quite a while for that technology
to spread around the world. Distillation was taking place in Cordoba, Spain by 732 BC, and
eastern trade routes helped give rise to distillation in India roughly 400 years later. Japan was
first introduced to the wonderful world of distilled spirits in the early 15th century, and official
records kept by Korea's Joseon Dynasty show that by 1477 Okinawans were making their own
distilled drinks to compete with the variety of alcoholic beverages being imported through
decades of trade with Siam (modern-day Thailand).No one is entirely sure how distillation
technology finally made its way to Japan, but there are at least four major theories that are still
being debated. The most popular theory is the overseas route between Thailand and Okinawa,
Japan. This route seems the most probable because of Okinawa's trade history, as well as the
initial and continued use of long-grain Thai rice in the production of shochu's sibling spirit to the
south, awamori.The rest of the possible routes find their way to Japan via China. The first
hypothesizes an arcing journey that passes through northern China before traveling down
through the Korean Peninsula and eventually taking a short trip across the water to Kyushu
Island, an area that would eventually become the heart and soul of shochu production in Japan.
It is highly likely that this route had a direct hand in the birth of Japan's barley shochu tradition. A
more southerly route swings past modern-day Shanghai, skips the peninsula, and sails straight
to Kyushu. The final theory posits that distillation techniques journeyed across southern China
before eventually landing at the ports of Okinawa's main island. Even though historians may
never settle on a definitive connection to the distilling bloodline of the Asian continent, it's
probably fair to assume that all four of these routes, with all of the goods and ideas that changed
hands along them, had at least a small influence on the birth of distilled drinks in Japan at one
point or another.Following the official Korean accounts of trade and life in Okinawa during the



fifteenth century, Jorge Álvarez, a Portuguese explorer who spent time in Yamagawa Port near
the mouth of Kagoshima Bay, wrote in 1546 that the Japanese drank an arak-like spirit made
from rice. This is likely the first reference to rice shochu, and Álvarez further commented that he
never witnessed a single display of public drunkenness. The reason for this, he wrote, was that
when the local residents became inebriated, they simply made themselves comfy and conked
out.In 1954, the earliest known direct reference to shochu was discovered at a shrine in northern
Kagoshima Prefecture. The carpenters of the Koriyama Hachiman Shrine vented their
frustrations with the head priest by inscribing some graffiti on one of the structure's internal
boards. The graffiti, dating from 1559, is written in an old style of Japanese that is no longer
used, but my translation of the modern Japanese equivalent would be, “The chief shintō priest of
the shrine was so stingy that he never once gave us shochu to drink.”By 1696 some brewers
were already adding shochu to their nihonshu, a practice that continues in some grades to this
day. However, it wasn't until 1705 that the sweet potato, which was called kansho (  ) back then,
finally reached its enduring home in Japan, southern Kyushu Island, on Riemon Maeda's return
trip from the islands of Okinawa. The spud spread quickly. In 1723 it had made its way all the
way out to Hachijojima near the end of the Izu Islands south of Tokyo. In 1734, sweet potatoes
were brought to Tokyo itself (back then call Edo), and the Tosa region (modern-day Kochi
Prefecture on Shikoku Island) was the recipient of both sweet potatoes and shochu distillation
know-how in 1735. Hachijojima, on the other hand, had to wait until 1853 for still technology to
reach its volcanic shores.A serving carafe called a gara from Kumamoto Prefecture.In 1895 the
patent still (continuous distillation) arrived in Japan, and in 1910 multiple-distilled shochu (kōrui)
hit the market, setting the groundwork for countless innovations and improvements in the
traditional single-distilled (otsurui) shochu industry. Some of the more momentous occasions
were the discovery of white kōji kin by Gen'ichiro Kawachi in 1923, and the official recognition of
brown sugar shochu in 1953. However, it took until the 1970s for single-distilled shochu to start
commanding the respect it deserved. Shochu makers started using the current designation
honkaku in 1971, and they also began experimenting with different ingredients and low pressure
(gen'atsu) distillation. Best-selling shochu labels such as Unkai (soba shochu) and Iichiko
(barley shochu) were born in 1973 and 1979, respectively, and popular sesame and gen'atsu
shochu reached the market in the interim.Many scholars point to 1976 as the beginning of the
first shochu boom in Japan. This was roughly the same time that the now standard hot water
(oyuwari) mixing ratio of 6:4 (roku yon) was popularized, and later a pair of legendary aged
barley shochu from Kuroki Honten and Satsuma Shuzō helped reinvigorate the shochu boom in
the 1980s. November 1st, 1987, was the first year that Honkaku Shochu and Awamori Day was
celebrated. That inaugural celebration was held right about when the GATT and TRIPS
negotiations began their ongoing search for international common ground on recognizing and
protecting intellectual property rights. This had significant ramifications for the shochu and
awamori industries because rules for using regional names to add value to products were
codified in the final agreement, and as mentioned earlier Japan now boasts four appellations of



origin ascribed to shochu and awamori products.Cask-aged shochu stacked to the ceiling.The
third and most recent so-called 'Shochu Boom' swept the major metropolitan regions of Japan
starting in 2003. Honkaku shochu bars and izakaya blossomed around Tokyo, some of which
offered customers shochu lists of literally hundreds of bottles. The selection at most
supermarkets, and even at many convenience stores, has followed suit with label inventories
reaching up into the dozens in some establishments.Shochu is now produced in all 47 of
Japan's prefectures, but the primary centers of production are still the prefectures of Kyushu
Island (honkaku shochu) and Okinawa Prefecture (awamori). Kyushu is made up of seven
prefectures, each with its own forte in terms of the ingredients locally available to the distiller.
Oita, Fukuoka, and Saga Prefectures in the north are known for their kasutori shochu which is
distilled from nihonshu lees. Kumamoto Prefecture is also acclaimed for its rice shochu products
although lees are not used. Oita Prefecture again, and Nagasaki and Miyazaki Prefectures as
well, make very tasty barley shochu. Miyazaki also gets credit for introducing the world to
buckwheat shochu while concurrently producing a fair amount of sweet potato shochu. However,
the latter type of shochu is completely dominated by neighboring Kagoshima Prefecture,
Kyushu's most southern member. The Amami Islands that extend toward Okinawa Prefecture
are technically part of Kagoshima, so the prefecture can claim brown sugar shochu as well.
Okinawa Prefecture used to make potato shochu hundreds of years ago, but these days it
focuses almost exclusively on distilling and aging awamori.All of these references to shochu and
awamori, when added together, show that the history of these drinks exceeds five hundred
years. Many are surprised when they hear that shochu has been around for so long and played
such an important role in society given that the drink has only recently begun to find its way
outside of Japan. Over the past several decades, shochu consumption in Japan has surged to
the extent that supply is just barely keeping up with demand. This is not particularly good news
for shochu fans outside of Japan. It is likely that they will never be able to get their hands on
some of the finer specimens cooked up by tiny family-run distilleries in the southwestern
prefectures of the archipelago. However, if history is any indication, and it often is with aspects of
Japanese culinary and entertainment culture, shochu is gearing up for a steady expansion to all
corners of the globe, including a bottle shop or restaurant near you.How is shochu different from
saké?But before we go any further, let's get one thing straight—shochu should never be
confused with nihonshu. This is something that countless people from the shochu and nihonshu
industries in Japan have asked me to stress when they learned that I was writing this book.
Nihonshu, which is known as saké outside of Japan and sometimes called seishu domestically,
is a drink brewed from polished rice. Quite simply, shochu is distilled, but nihonshu is not.
Puzzlingly, nihonshu is often referred to as a rice wine due to the lack of carbonation in most
varieties, but it is not technically a wine in any way, shape, or form. Actually, if you're in the food
and drinks industry and your business serves nihonshu, then you should definitely stop calling it
rice wine. Let consumers make that mistake so that you can politely correct them and explain
that the nihonshu brewing process is far more complicated than what is required for wine



production. And please learn to pronounce saké correctly (sah-keh).In fact, since we’re splitting
hairs here, nihonshu is probably more similar to beer than wine at least as far as the brewing
process itself is concerned. But don't go calling it a rice beer either. That would effectively equate
nihonshu with the rice lagers of the world, and that's just not a polite thing to do. To avoid getting
bogged down in the minute differences between beer, nihonshu, and wine production, and to
avoid self-righteous, alcohol-fueled warfare, let us simply cut this short by accepting nihonshu
expert and author John Gauntner's assertion that his beverage of choice is neither a beer nor a
wine—it deserves a classification all its own.Honkaku shochu, on the other hand, is far easier to
classify. It's a spirit, and most types of shochu neither smell nor taste anything like nihonshu. To
be fair, shochu has a few modest ties to its more well-known cousin. For instance, rice is one of
the four most common base ingredients used to make shochu, and nihonshu lees are used to
make one particular variety of shochu called kasutori. Awamori, the shochu made in Okinawa, is
also made with rice. Additionally, the same variety of kōji kin that is used to break rice starch
down into fermentable sugars is currently used in several popular shochu. Now that may sound
like a lot of similarities, but the truth of the matter is that the nose and taste buds will find very
little in common between most shochu and nihonshu.Look at it this way: rice shochu is to
nihonshu what whiskey is to beer and brandy is to wine. But that obscenely simplified
comparison falls apart when you look at all of the different ingredients used to make honkaku
shochu. I defy thee to sip a potato shochu, or a kelp shochu, or a shiitake mushroom shochu and
remark with a straight face that they remind you either of nihonshu or each other. There is simply
no intellectually or alcoholically honest way to think of shochu and nihonshu as being the same
thing, or in the vast majority of cases, even remotely similar. So don't.Accordingly, it is correct to
group shochu with all of the other spirits of the world. That's right, shochu will one day find its
way into your local liquor shop on a shelf right beside the whiskey, rum, gin, vodka, and tequila.
And by the way, saké is actually the Japanese word for ‘alcohol,’ so shochu, wine, whiskey, and
beer are saké, too. To wit, if you walk into an izakaya in Kagoshima Prefecture and ask for saké,
they'll serve you shochu.What is shochu made from?This is the mind-blowing part, and it
simultaneously serves as a window to how deep the shochu rabbit hole goes. Along with its
versatility, shochu lovers are infatuated with its variety. Because honkaku shochu is made from
such a dizzying range of base ingredients, the resulting beverages can vary enormously. Indeed,
this nearly endless variety of aroma and flavor is what makes the world of shochu so exciting
and enjoyable for the enthusiast. Shochu is very much like beer in that respect.Base ingredients
used in honkaku shochu production:sweet potato (satsuma imo)barley (mugi)rice (kome)brown
sugar (kokutō)buckwheat (soba)aloe (aroe)pumpkin (kabocha)milk (gyūnyū)chestnut
(kuri)sesame (goma)carrot (ninjin)kelp (konbu)perilla (shiso)cactus (saboten)tomatoradish
(daikon)That short list was about one-fifth of the legally recognized raw ingredients used to
make honkaku shochu here in Japan. Obviously, some types are more popular and common
than others. Sweet potato, barley, rice (including awamori and kasutori shochu), buckwheat, and
brown sugar are by far the biggest sellers. Other types of shochu are regional phenomena that



are often marketed as souvenirs to tourists looking for local goodies. Interestingly, dates are the
only fruit legally allowed in the production of honkaku shochu. My advice is to try whatever you
can get your hands on. A tomato or green pepper shochu might not be your cup of tea, so to
speak, but I bet you could have some fun making a signature Bloody Mary with them. Naturally,
since we're dealing with such a wide swath of aroma and flavor, the food pairing possibilities are
literally endless.Sweet potatoes getting a greenhouse-assisted head start.Japan’s next cultural
exportAnd this book? Well, the most exciting part of it for me is helping to get people outside of
Japan in on the ground floor of shochu's imminent spread across the globe. Now granted,
getting your hands on good shochu is still a difficult thing to do in many places, but Japanese
restaurants and izakaya are springing up in major cities everywhere, and curious imbibers are
asking their local distributors to start sourcing it. You should, too.Shochu is still relatively new to
the world of international export, and that is part of the reason why it has not yet gotten the press
that it deserves. To be fair, even in Japan shochu is largely denied the media attention afforded
to happenings in the beer and nihonshu industries. Interestingly, over the past decade and a
half, awamori and shochu have quietly overtaken nihonshu in terms of domestic consumption.
According to the Japanese Tax Office, sales of awamori and shochu eclipsed those of nihonshu
in 2003, and the gap has mostly increased ever since. In 2015, for instance, distilleries shipped
245,000 more kiloliters (64.7 million US gallons) of product than the nihonshu industry. That puts
it second in the country behind beer in terms of domestically-produced alcoholic beverages.
However, despite strong evidence of shochu's position in the drinks industry, many still see it as
the final stop on the long train line of old man drinks (the penultimate is single malt whiskey in
case you were wondering). Things are certainly changing, albeit slowly.One could argue that
there are similarities between shochu's role in Japan's culinary culture and the position of beer in
the world's collective conscious. My experience working in the beer industry taught me that no
matter how refined the product we were brewing, and no matter how well it complemented the
items on the restaurant menu where it was being served, people would automatically turn their
attention to the wine list. There is an ingrained notion that wine is simply more sophisticated, or
as beer expert, author, and educator Randy Mosher surmised, “the automatic sense of class
and status accorded to wine relative to beer.” To my mind, shochu is basically in the same boat
as beer but looking up at nihonshu.Allow me to leave you with some of shochu's sales
points:Compared with the spirits of the worldLarger variety of base ingredients used in
productionWider variety of flavors and aromasGreater flexibility of serving styles: straight, on the
rocks, mixed with cold/hot water, cocktail, etc.Lower calorie content/ABVLess likely to cause
hangover (moderate consumption!)Pairs well with all types of cuisineAppropriate before, during,
and after mealsCompared with other drinks produced in JapanBetter cost performanceLonger
shelf life than brewed drinksMore flexibility in serving style to suit individual tasteComparable
levels of historical significance and characterFar greater variety of flavors and aromasMore
flexibility when pairing with foodChapter 1What is shochu?Shochu is good. Often referred to by
its statelier moniker, “honkaku shochu,” it's Japan's oldest distilled alcoholic beverage. It's made



from a variety of ingredients, everything from sweet potatoes to brown sugar to chestnuts (and
their kōji), and it's a mainstay in most bars, restaurants, and bottle shops around the country. An
alleged relative of the continental distilling traditions commonly referred to as arak, shochu's
most direct ancestor is the awamori that is produced and adored in the Ryūkyū Islands, a part of
Japan that is now known as Okinawa. It is a beverage that is intimately connected to the
subtleties of Japanese cuisine and the vegetation that calls this country home.Aside from being
delicious, what else is shochu? Well, it’s easy to pronounce correctly. Say it with me, show-chew
(or try /shōh chū/ if you have already perused the first part of chapter 10). The Chinese
characters (kanji) used to write the word on bottles and menus here in Japan,   , literally mean
'burned alcohol' which alludes to the fact that it's distilled. This may come as a surprise for some
readers, but despite the strong sales and recognition afforded to Japanese whiskey around the
world these days, shochu is currently the best-selling spirit here in Japan. After decades of
playing second fiddle to nihonshu (saké), this versatile beverage seems to finally be enjoying the
respect that it deserves.Indeed, versatility is a major reason why shochu is climbing the ranks.
It's an excellent aperitif but is also commonly enjoyed alongside a meal. It goes without saying
that shochu is great when drinking socially, and it can be served in myriad ways. People drink it
straight up, as the base alcohol in a cocktail, with a couple splashes of cool water, and even with
hot water to help enhance the drink's bouquet. The ability to suit any occasion or craving is what
causes it to show up in nearly every convenience store, supermarket, restaurant, bar and bottle
shop across Japan, and it's also why it will soon be seen on the menu of a drinking
establishment near you.And what is shochu not? Well, at 50-60 proof, it certainly doesn't qualify
for membership in the world's “firewater” club, that legion of spirits whose credentials include
blinding alcohol percentages and searing aftertaste—and membership dues involve multi-day
hangovers. On the contrary, shochu is a respected tipple that has been granted geographical
protection by the World Trade Organization (WTO) to help prevent others from passing their
beverages off as the real thing. Just as wine can only be labeled Bordeaux if it was brewed in
that particular region of France, and Scotch whiskey must be distilled in Scotland, there are four
types of shochu and awamori that enjoy the same international protection under Article 23 of the
TRIPS agreement.HistoryHistorians have found evidence of distillation technology being used in
Mesopotamia, which is now modern-day Iraq, between four and five thousand years ago.
However, it took quite a while for that technology to spread around the world. Distillation was
taking place in Cordoba, Spain by 732 BC, and eastern trade routes helped give rise to
distillation in India roughly 400 years later. Japan was first introduced to the wonderful world of
distilled spirits in the early 15th century, and official records kept by Korea's Joseon Dynasty
show that by 1477 Okinawans were making their own distilled drinks to compete with the variety
of alcoholic beverages being imported through decades of trade with Siam (modern-day
Thailand).No one is entirely sure how distillation technology finally made its way to Japan, but
there are at least four major theories that are still being debated. The most popular theory is the
overseas route between Thailand and Okinawa, Japan. This route seems the most probable



because of Okinawa's trade history, as well as the initial and continued use of long-grain Thai
rice in the production of shochu's sibling spirit to the south, awamori.The rest of the possible
routes find their way to Japan via China. The first hypothesizes an arcing journey that passes
through northern China before traveling down through the Korean Peninsula and eventually
taking a short trip across the water to Kyushu Island, an area that would eventually become the
heart and soul of shochu production in Japan. It is highly likely that this route had a direct hand in
the birth of Japan's barley shochu tradition. A more southerly route swings past modern-day
Shanghai, skips the peninsula, and sails straight to Kyushu. The final theory posits that
distillation techniques journeyed across southern China before eventually landing at the ports of
Okinawa's main island. Even though historians may never settle on a definitive connection to the
distilling bloodline of the Asian continent, it's probably fair to assume that all four of these routes,
with all of the goods and ideas that changed hands along them, had at least a small influence on
the birth of distilled drinks in Japan at one point or another.Following the official Korean
accounts of trade and life in Okinawa during the fifteenth century, Jorge Álvarez, a Portuguese
explorer who spent time in Yamagawa Port near the mouth of Kagoshima Bay, wrote in 1546 that
the Japanese drank an arak-like spirit made from rice. This is likely the first reference to rice
shochu, and Álvarez further commented that he never witnessed a single display of public
drunkenness. The reason for this, he wrote, was that when the local residents became
inebriated, they simply made themselves comfy and conked out.In 1954, the earliest known
direct reference to shochu was discovered at a shrine in northern Kagoshima Prefecture. The
carpenters of the Koriyama Hachiman Shrine vented their frustrations with the head priest by
inscribing some graffiti on one of the structure's internal boards. The graffiti, dating from 1559, is
written in an old style of Japanese that is no longer used, but my translation of the modern
Japanese equivalent would be, “The chief shintō priest of the shrine was so stingy that he never
once gave us shochu to drink.”By 1696 some brewers were already adding shochu to their
nihonshu, a practice that continues in some grades to this day. However, it wasn't until 1705 that
the sweet potato, which was called kansho (  ) back then, finally reached its enduring home in
Japan, southern Kyushu Island, on Riemon Maeda's return trip from the islands of Okinawa. The
spud spread quickly. In 1723 it had made its way all the way out to Hachijojima near the end of
the Izu Islands south of Tokyo. In 1734, sweet potatoes were brought to Tokyo itself (back then
call Edo), and the Tosa region (modern-day Kochi Prefecture on Shikoku Island) was the
recipient of both sweet potatoes and shochu distillation know-how in 1735. Hachijojima, on the
other hand, had to wait until 1853 for still technology to reach its volcanic shores.A serving
carafe called a gara from Kumamoto Prefecture.A serving carafe called a gara from Kumamoto
Prefecture.In 1895 the patent still (continuous distillation) arrived in Japan, and in 1910 multiple-
distilled shochu (kōrui) hit the market, setting the groundwork for countless innovations and
improvements in the traditional single-distilled (otsurui) shochu industry. Some of the more
momentous occasions were the discovery of white kōji kin by Gen'ichiro Kawachi in 1923, and
the official recognition of brown sugar shochu in 1953. However, it took until the 1970s for single-



distilled shochu to start commanding the respect it deserved. Shochu makers started using the
current designation honkaku in 1971, and they also began experimenting with different
ingredients and low pressure (gen'atsu) distillation. Best-selling shochu labels such as Unkai
(soba shochu) and Iichiko (barley shochu) were born in 1973 and 1979, respectively, and
popular sesame and gen'atsu shochu reached the market in the interim.Many scholars point to
1976 as the beginning of the first shochu boom in Japan. This was roughly the same time that
the now standard hot water (oyuwari) mixing ratio of 6:4 (roku yon) was popularized, and later a
pair of legendary aged barley shochu from Kuroki Honten and Satsuma Shuzō helped
reinvigorate the shochu boom in the 1980s. November 1st, 1987, was the first year that Honkaku
Shochu and Awamori Day was celebrated. That inaugural celebration was held right about when
the GATT and TRIPS negotiations began their ongoing search for international common ground
on recognizing and protecting intellectual property rights. This had significant ramifications for
the shochu and awamori industries because rules for using regional names to add value to
products were codified in the final agreement, and as mentioned earlier Japan now boasts four
appellations of origin ascribed to shochu and awamori products.Cask-aged shochu stacked to
the ceiling.Cask-aged shochu stacked to the ceiling.The third and most recent so-called
'Shochu Boom' swept the major metropolitan regions of Japan starting in 2003. Honkaku shochu
bars and izakaya blossomed around Tokyo, some of which offered customers shochu lists of
literally hundreds of bottles. The selection at most supermarkets, and even at many convenience
stores, has followed suit with label inventories reaching up into the dozens in some
establishments.Shochu is now produced in all 47 of Japan's prefectures, but the primary centers
of production are still the prefectures of Kyushu Island (honkaku shochu) and Okinawa
Prefecture (awamori). Kyushu is made up of seven prefectures, each with its own forte in terms
of the ingredients locally available to the distiller. Oita, Fukuoka, and Saga Prefectures in the
north are known for their kasutori shochu which is distilled from nihonshu lees. Kumamoto
Prefecture is also acclaimed for its rice shochu products although lees are not used. Oita
Prefecture again, and Nagasaki and Miyazaki Prefectures as well, make very tasty barley
shochu. Miyazaki also gets credit for introducing the world to buckwheat shochu while
concurrently producing a fair amount of sweet potato shochu. However, the latter type of shochu
is completely dominated by neighboring Kagoshima Prefecture, Kyushu's most southern
member. The Amami Islands that extend toward Okinawa Prefecture are technically part of
Kagoshima, so the prefecture can claim brown sugar shochu as well. Okinawa Prefecture used
to make potato shochu hundreds of years ago, but these days it focuses almost exclusively on
distilling and aging awamori.All of these references to shochu and awamori, when added
together, show that the history of these drinks exceeds five hundred years. Many are surprised
when they hear that shochu has been around for so long and played such an important role in
society given that the drink has only recently begun to find its way outside of Japan. Over the
past several decades, shochu consumption in Japan has surged to the extent that supply is just
barely keeping up with demand. This is not particularly good news for shochu fans outside of



Japan. It is likely that they will never be able to get their hands on some of the finer specimens
cooked up by tiny family-run distilleries in the southwestern prefectures of the archipelago.
However, if history is any indication, and it often is with aspects of Japanese culinary and
entertainment culture, shochu is gearing up for a steady expansion to all corners of the globe,
including a bottle shop or restaurant near you.How is shochu different from saké?But before we
go any further, let's get one thing straight—shochu should never be confused with nihonshu.
This is something that countless people from the shochu and nihonshu industries in Japan have
asked me to stress when they learned that I was writing this book. Nihonshu, which is known as
saké outside of Japan and sometimes called seishu domestically, is a drink brewed from
polished rice. Quite simply, shochu is distilled, but nihonshu is not. Puzzlingly, nihonshu is often
referred to as a rice wine due to the lack of carbonation in most varieties, but it is not technically
a wine in any way, shape, or form. Actually, if you're in the food and drinks industry and your
business serves nihonshu, then you should definitely stop calling it rice wine. Let consumers
make that mistake so that you can politely correct them and explain that the nihonshu brewing
process is far more complicated than what is required for wine production. And please learn to
pronounce saké correctly (sah-keh).In fact, since we’re splitting hairs here, nihonshu is probably
more similar to beer than wine at least as far as the brewing process itself is concerned. But
don't go calling it a rice beer either. That would effectively equate nihonshu with the rice lagers of
the world, and that's just not a polite thing to do. To avoid getting bogged down in the minute
differences between beer, nihonshu, and wine production, and to avoid self-righteous, alcohol-
fueled warfare, let us simply cut this short by accepting nihonshu expert and author John
Gauntner's assertion that his beverage of choice is neither a beer nor a wine—it deserves a
classification all its own.Honkaku shochu, on the other hand, is far easier to classify. It's a spirit,
and most types of shochu neither smell nor taste anything like nihonshu. To be fair, shochu has a
few modest ties to its more well-known cousin. For instance, rice is one of the four most common
base ingredients used to make shochu, and nihonshu lees are used to make one particular
variety of shochu called kasutori. Awamori, the shochu made in Okinawa, is also made with rice.
Additionally, the same variety of kōji kin that is used to break rice starch down into fermentable
sugars is currently used in several popular shochu. Now that may sound like a lot of similarities,
but the truth of the matter is that the nose and taste buds will find very little in common between
most shochu and nihonshu.Look at it this way: rice shochu is to nihonshu what whiskey is to
beer and brandy is to wine. But that obscenely simplified comparison falls apart when you look
at all of the different ingredients used to make honkaku shochu. I defy thee to sip a potato
shochu, or a kelp shochu, or a shiitake mushroom shochu and remark with a straight face that
they remind you either of nihonshu or each other. There is simply no intellectually or alcoholically
honest way to think of shochu and nihonshu as being the same thing, or in the vast majority of
cases, even remotely similar. So don't.Accordingly, it is correct to group shochu with all of the
other spirits of the world. That's right, shochu will one day find its way into your local liquor shop
on a shelf right beside the whiskey, rum, gin, vodka, and tequila. And by the way, saké is actually



the Japanese word for ‘alcohol,’ so shochu, wine, whiskey, and beer are saké, too. To wit, if you
walk into an izakaya in Kagoshima Prefecture and ask for saké, they'll serve you shochu.What is
shochu made from?This is the mind-blowing part, and it simultaneously serves as a window to
how deep the shochu rabbit hole goes. Along with its versatility, shochu lovers are infatuated
with its variety. Because honkaku shochu is made from such a dizzying range of base
ingredients, the resulting beverages can vary enormously. Indeed, this nearly endless variety of
aroma and flavor is what makes the world of shochu so exciting and enjoyable for the enthusiast.
Shochu is very much like beer in that respect.Base ingredients used in honkaku shochu
production:sweet potato (satsuma imo)barley (mugi)rice (kome)brown sugar (kokutō)buckwheat
(soba)aloe (aroe)pumpkin (kabocha)milk (gyūnyū)chestnut (kuri)sesame (goma)carrot
(ninjin)kelp (konbu)perilla (shiso)cactus (saboten)tomatoradish (daikon)sweet potato (satsuma
imo)sweet potato (satsuma imo)barley (mugi)barley (mugi)rice (kome)rice (kome)brown sugar
(kokutō)brown sugar (kokutō)buckwheat (soba)buckwheat (soba)aloe (aroe)aloe (aroe)pumpkin
(kabocha)pumpkin (kabocha)milk (gyūnyū)milk (gyūnyū)chestnut (kuri)chestnut (kuri)sesame
(goma)sesame (goma)carrot (ninjin)carrot (ninjin)kelp (konbu)kelp (konbu)perilla (shiso)perilla
(shiso)cactus (saboten)cactus (saboten)tomatotomatoradish (daikon)radish (daikon)That short
list was about one-fifth of the legally recognized raw ingredients used to make honkaku shochu
here in Japan. Obviously, some types are more popular and common than others. Sweet potato,
barley, rice (including awamori and kasutori shochu), buckwheat, and brown sugar are by far the
biggest sellers. Other types of shochu are regional phenomena that are often marketed as
souvenirs to tourists looking for local goodies. Interestingly, dates are the only fruit legally
allowed in the production of honkaku shochu. My advice is to try whatever you can get your
hands on. A tomato or green pepper shochu might not be your cup of tea, so to speak, but I bet
you could have some fun making a signature Bloody Mary with them. Naturally, since we're
dealing with such a wide swath of aroma and flavor, the food pairing possibilities are literally
endless.Sweet potatoes getting a greenhouse-assisted head start.Sweet potatoes getting a
greenhouse-assisted head start.Japan’s next cultural exportAnd this book? Well, the most
exciting part of it for me is helping to get people outside of Japan in on the ground floor of
shochu's imminent spread across the globe. Now granted, getting your hands on good shochu is
still a difficult thing to do in many places, but Japanese restaurants and izakaya are springing up
in major cities everywhere, and curious imbibers are asking their local distributors to start
sourcing it. You should, too.Shochu is still relatively new to the world of international export, and
that is part of the reason why it has not yet gotten the press that it deserves. To be fair, even in
Japan shochu is largely denied the media attention afforded to happenings in the beer and
nihonshu industries. Interestingly, over the past decade and a half, awamori and shochu have
quietly overtaken nihonshu in terms of domestic consumption. According to the Japanese Tax
Office, sales of awamori and shochu eclipsed those of nihonshu in 2003, and the gap has
mostly increased ever since. In 2015, for instance, distilleries shipped 245,000 more kiloliters
(64.7 million US gallons) of product than the nihonshu industry. That puts it second in the



country behind beer in terms of domestically-produced alcoholic beverages. However, despite
strong evidence of shochu's position in the drinks industry, many still see it as the final stop on
the long train line of old man drinks (the penultimate is single malt whiskey in case you were
wondering). Things are certainly changing, albeit slowly.One could argue that there are
similarities between shochu's role in Japan's culinary culture and the position of beer in the
world's collective conscious. My experience working in the beer industry taught me that no
matter how refined the product we were brewing, and no matter how well it complemented the
items on the restaurant menu where it was being served, people would automatically turn their
attention to the wine list. There is an ingrained notion that wine is simply more sophisticated, or
as beer expert, author, and educator Randy Mosher surmised, “the automatic sense of class
and status accorded to wine relative to beer.” To my mind, shochu is basically in the same boat
as beer but looking up at nihonshu.Allow me to leave you with some of shochu's sales
points:Compared with the spirits of the worldLarger variety of base ingredients used in
productionWider variety of flavors and aromasGreater flexibility of serving styles: straight, on the
rocks, mixed with cold/hot water, cocktail, etc.Lower calorie content/ABVLess likely to cause
hangover (moderate consumption!)Pairs well with all types of cuisineAppropriate before, during,
and after mealsCompared with other drinks produced in JapanBetter cost performanceLonger
shelf life than brewed drinksMore flexibility in serving style to suit individual tasteComparable
levels of historical significance and characterFar greater variety of flavors and aromasMore
flexibility when pairing with foodChapter 2How is honkaku shochu unique?Due to the immense
variety of ingredients and resulting aroma, flavor profile, mouth feel and finish, the casual drinker
will often find it difficult to pin shochu down or categorize it. This drink is not easily pigeon-holed,
that's for sure. One can sample a different bottle each day for months on end and still have only
a fleeting sense of what shochu is all about. Many times the confusion can be attributed to a lack
of appreciation of the varied base ingredients, production techniques, and storage methods that
cause the bottled result to dance all over the palate's map.It is a drink that, just like wine, beer
and whiskey, is difficult to quantify in a summary of 140 Twitter bytes or less. Seated at your local
bar, the shochu on the left might seem enormously similar to rye but the one perched right next
to it is reminiscent of that milky makgeolli you tried at a Korean barbeque restaurant. Shochu is
at once mind-boggling and joyous like that. During a recent stay in Avignon, France, I had the
good fortune to dine at a small restaurant with a modest but excellent list of Côtes du Rhône
wines. Imagine my delight when I found that the bouquet of my glass of “Bressy-Masson Mode
Vergaderen Get Together Rencontres” was a dead ringer for a potato shochu! Wine enthusiasts,
of course, will argue that it is the shochu that smells like the wine, but my point about the various
liquids carrying the shochu banner stands undented. Sometimes shochu presents you with the
sensory experience that you expect. Other times, a potato shochu can smell exactly like a fine
wine. And that's one of its' indelible beauties—it's fully capable of blanketing the far reaches of
the flavor map. Another admirable trait is its tendency not to cause severe hangovers.The
shochu industry's ability to give consumers so many different looks is precisely why it's



necessary to explain how honkaku shochu is unique within the vast and well-documented world
of spirits, or what is colloquially known as 'hard alcohol' or liquor in other parts of the world.
Shochu is distilled and sold almost everywhere in Japan, but somehow it largely stays out of the
way. That is part of the reason why only about a dozen books have been written on the subject in
Japanese, of which about five of them are readily available at decent bookstores, and until this
book's publication, zero had been penned in English.What follows is a brief and necessarily
simple rundown of how shochu differs from some of the other colorless spirits from across the
globe.Honkaku Shochu vs VodkaHonkaku shochu is often erroneously referred to as 'Japanese
vodka' due to the fact that it is a distilled clear beverage. One key difference is that honkaku
shochu uses kōji to help with saccharification while mass market vodka does not. Also, and this
is incredibly important, honkaku shochu is distilled just once in a pot still, but as you've probably
noticed from the label vodka is generally distilled at least a few times. As we will see, distilling
repeatedly will strip out most hints of whatever plant was fermented to make alcohol. Indeed,
vodka is valued in cocktail mixing due to its lack of strong flavors and aromas, and that all comes
down to the fact that it is distilled repeatedly.More obvious than differences in production
processes, to the casual observer at least, is the fact that honkaku shochu is commonly bottled
for the Japanese market at 25% alcohol by volume (ABV) while most vodka is at least 80 proof
(40% ABV). Despite its elevated ethanol content, vodka is frequently consumed straight—in wee
glasses that are designed to hasten the end of the evening. To be sure, shochu is also enjoyed
neat, but often in larger glasses and at a slower pace. There's simply much more to savor with
each sip.It is also worth noting that while good vodka and shochu are smooth, there is generally
no comparison in terms of bouquet and flavor. You will find honkaku shochu that is incredibly
smooth going down, especially low pressure distilled rice (kome) and some types of barley
(mugi) shochu, but on the whole the flavors and aromas from the ingredients used to make the
mash will be readily apparent. Cheaper varieties of shochu known as kōrui (multiple-distilled) are
nondescript in their bouquet, attack, and mouthfeel and can thus be equated more closely with
vodka even though they’re not filtered with white birch charcoal. However, kōrui shochu is almost
never consumed straight up or on the rocks—it's commonly used as cocktail fuel—so some
might opine that it is unfair to equate it with upper tier vodka.Honkaku Shochu vs Soju
(Korea)Traditionally made soju (soh ju) is more similar to honkaku shochu than vodka. As in
shochu production, old-school soju distillers leverage kōji kin (mold spores) to provide the
enzymes necessary for converting starches into sugar and the fermented mash is run through a
pot still. However, the overwhelming majority of soju made today is not made in the traditional
style, thus it bears little resemblance to honkaku shochu. That last claim may sound strange to
some folks reading this outside of Japan. Allow me to explain.Due to a state-specific American
liquor control tax loophole, many eating and drinking establishments in the US that carry
shochu, particularly in the states of California and New York, serve it under the name soju, its
Korean multiple-distilled cousin. In many cases it actually says 'soju' right on the bottle.
Obviously, this has had the effect of confusing and misinforming consumers. The reason for this



is soju, due to its mid-level ABV and some heavy lobbying at the California state capitol, now
skirts the parameters of a full-blown liquor license which can be prohibitively expensive for new
business owners. Many establishments opt for the less restrictive beer and wine license which
currently accommodates some medium ABV drinks like soju (24% ABV and lower).Chapter
2How is honkaku shochu unique?Due to the immense variety of ingredients and resulting
aroma, flavor profile, mouth feel and finish, the casual drinker will often find it difficult to pin
shochu down or categorize it. This drink is not easily pigeon-holed, that's for sure. One can
sample a different bottle each day for months on end and still have only a fleeting sense of what
shochu is all about. Many times the confusion can be attributed to a lack of appreciation of the
varied base ingredients, production techniques, and storage methods that cause the bottled
result to dance all over the palate's map.It is a drink that, just like wine, beer and whiskey, is
difficult to quantify in a summary of 140 Twitter bytes or less. Seated at your local bar, the
shochu on the left might seem enormously similar to rye but the one perched right next to it is
reminiscent of that milky makgeolli you tried at a Korean barbeque restaurant. Shochu is at once
mind-boggling and joyous like that. During a recent stay in Avignon, France, I had the good
fortune to dine at a small restaurant with a modest but excellent list of Côtes du Rhône wines.
Imagine my delight when I found that the bouquet of my glass of “Bressy-Masson Mode
Vergaderen Get Together Rencontres” was a dead ringer for a potato shochu! Wine enthusiasts,
of course, will argue that it is the shochu that smells like the wine, but my point about the various
liquids carrying the shochu banner stands undented. Sometimes shochu presents you with the
sensory experience that you expect. Other times, a potato shochu can smell exactly like a fine
wine. And that's one of its' indelible beauties—it's fully capable of blanketing the far reaches of
the flavor map. Another admirable trait is its tendency not to cause severe hangovers.The
shochu industry's ability to give consumers so many different looks is precisely why it's
necessary to explain how honkaku shochu is unique within the vast and well-documented world
of spirits, or what is colloquially known as 'hard alcohol' or liquor in other parts of the world.
Shochu is distilled and sold almost everywhere in Japan, but somehow it largely stays out of the
way. That is part of the reason why only about a dozen books have been written on the subject in
Japanese, of which about five of them are readily available at decent bookstores, and until this
book's publication, zero had been penned in English.What follows is a brief and necessarily
simple rundown of how shochu differs from some of the other colorless spirits from across the
globe.Honkaku Shochu vs VodkaHonkaku shochu is often erroneously referred to as 'Japanese
vodka' due to the fact that it is a distilled clear beverage. One key difference is that honkaku
shochu uses kōji to help with saccharification while mass market vodka does not. Also, and this
is incredibly important, honkaku shochu is distilled just once in a pot still, but as you've probably
noticed from the label vodka is generally distilled at least a few times. As we will see, distilling
repeatedly will strip out most hints of whatever plant was fermented to make alcohol. Indeed,
vodka is valued in cocktail mixing due to its lack of strong flavors and aromas, and that all comes
down to the fact that it is distilled repeatedly.More obvious than differences in production



processes, to the casual observer at least, is the fact that honkaku shochu is commonly bottled
for the Japanese market at 25% alcohol by volume (ABV) while most vodka is at least 80 proof
(40% ABV). Despite its elevated ethanol content, vodka is frequently consumed straight—in wee
glasses that are designed to hasten the end of the evening. To be sure, shochu is also enjoyed
neat, but often in larger glasses and at a slower pace. There's simply much more to savor with
each sip.It is also worth noting that while good vodka and shochu are smooth, there is generally
no comparison in terms of bouquet and flavor. You will find honkaku shochu that is incredibly
smooth going down, especially low pressure distilled rice (kome) and some types of barley
(mugi) shochu, but on the whole the flavors and aromas from the ingredients used to make the
mash will be readily apparent. Cheaper varieties of shochu known as kōrui (multiple-distilled) are
nondescript in their bouquet, attack, and mouthfeel and can thus be equated more closely with
vodka even though they’re not filtered with white birch charcoal. However, kōrui shochu is almost
never consumed straight up or on the rocks—it's commonly used as cocktail fuel—so some
might opine that it is unfair to equate it with upper tier vodka.Honkaku Shochu vs Soju
(Korea)Traditionally made soju (soh ju) is more similar to honkaku shochu than vodka. As in
shochu production, old-school soju distillers leverage kōji kin (mold spores) to provide the
enzymes necessary for converting starches into sugar and the fermented mash is run through a
pot still. However, the overwhelming majority of soju made today is not made in the traditional
style, thus it bears little resemblance to honkaku shochu. That last claim may sound strange to
some folks reading this outside of Japan. Allow me to explain.Due to a state-specific American
liquor control tax loophole, many eating and drinking establishments in the US that carry
shochu, particularly in the states of California and New York, serve it under the name soju, its
Korean multiple-distilled cousin. In many cases it actually says 'soju' right on the bottle.
Obviously, this has had the effect of confusing and misinforming consumers. The reason for this
is soju, due to its mid-level ABV and some heavy lobbying at the California state capitol, now
skirts the parameters of a full-blown liquor license which can be prohibitively expensive for new
business owners. Many establishments opt for the less restrictive beer and wine license which
currently accommodates some medium ABV drinks like soju (24% ABV and lower).
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C. E. Stevens, “Enthusiastic and informative insights into an underappreciated liquor. Unlike
nihonshu ('sake'), which has been well-known (although often misunderstood) outside Japan,
and Japanese whisky, which has experienced such a boom in global popularity that iconic
offerings are increasingly difficult (or costly) to procure, shochu is a drink that has largely flown
under the radar outside its home country. It's a quirky beverage in that it can be made from wide
variety of base ingredients (resulting in strikingly different flavor profiles), its alcohol content is in
that rare middle ground between fermented drinks (e.g., beer, wine, sake) and most distilled
drinks (e.g., whisky, vodka, etc.), and unlike sake is mostly produced in a concentrated region
within Japan (the southern island of Kyushu, and Okinawa in the case of shochu's sibling drink,
awamori) despite its popularity throughout the country. Through his lively and engaging writing,
Chris Pellegrini introduces the reader to shochu, explaining what it is (and what it is NOT) and
other useful details in a way that is concise, informative, and interesting. Regardless of whether
you're a shochu novice or a more experienced hand, this book will have something for
everyone. If you haven't tried shochu before, what are you waiting for? And if you have already,
this book will leave you thirsty for more.”

Garrett De Orio, “Well-written and Informative - a great shochu book for novices and the
knowledgeable alike. I've been waiting for a book like this for a long time and I know I am not
alone. This book is an excellent introduction to shochu and will be informative even to
experienced, educated tipplers. It's high time that shochu received the deep, enthusiastic,
serious treatment wine, beer, sake, whisky - you name it - have received. "The Shochu
Handbook" is a fascinating and informative read for anyone with an interest in drinks or food
and, as its title implies, a useful book to have on hand, be it at the bar, in the kitchen, or even in
the library.Pellegrini is the perfect person to bring shochu to the rest of us. There is no one in the
English-speaking world who shares his rare combination of knowledge, experience,
qualifications, and - of the utmost importance - ability to meaningfully share that knowledge and
experience with his audience.That "The Shochu Handbook" is packed with helpful information is
to be expected. The added bonus is that it is well-written, too. In a tone both erudite and
conversational, Pellegrini manages to make the complex elements of shochu's production and
service easily understandable and to make every section of the book delightful - I found myself
reading pairing suggestions on the subway and enjoying it (and I'm really not much of a cook or
host at all).As the shochu world grows and evolves, I'll be looking forward to future editions of
"The Shochu Handbook" or its successors.”

LaMonte Heflick, “Christopher Pellegrini does a fine job of explaining the basics of making
shochu. This book about Shochu   has a format similar to John Gauntner's Sake Handbook
(Tuttle, 2002). Christopher Pellegrini does a fine job of explaining the basics of making shochu,



describing the various ingredients, introducing individual brews to the reader, and sharing some
interesting shochu recipes. It is straightforward, witty, and very readable.I lived and worked in
Japan at       (Toyota). I am an ASP Certified Sake Professional (Sake Education Council).
As of January 3, 2016 I have sampled over 359    Nihonshu (sake) and 43 kinds of awamori
and shochu. I find The Shochu Handbook to be very helpful. It is a topic that needs advocates,
such as, Mr. Pellegrini to better inform us sakenomi    ( /  enthusiasts.). I applaud your
efforts, Christopher Pellegrini. Note: You can purchase several shochu from Rick and Hiroko
Smith at Sakayanyc.com. I recommend Kan no Ko       (mugi shochu), Satsuma Hozan Imo
(sweet potato),   Hiryu   Zuisen   , and   Hakuryu   Zuisen   , all of them mentioned in the
book.LaMonte Heflick, author Pup Fiction Books (rempub.com) and Certified Advanced Sake
Professional (ASP), Sake Education Council Feb 2014.Kanpai/Ganbei   /  ”

William G. Simmons, “The Shochu Handbook is great but you can't find shochu in the USA . . ..
The book is wonderful. It's a great introduction to shochu and more. I've spent a great amount of
time in Japan over the years and have grown very fond of shochu. The book's only weakness is
that it fails to let the reader know that shochu is not available in the United States. There are a
few liquor stores, markets, and Japanese restaurants in California and New York that sell it. But,
it's the cheaper varieties and its unlikely you will ever encounter the best listed in Mr. Pellegrini's
book.If you're interested in tasting shochu after reading the book, buy a air ticket to Tokyo and
leave some room in your suitcase to bring a few bottles home ;)”

Andy C., Chicago, “A must-read for travellers seeking shochu in Japan. Got this before my third
trip to Japan. I had some shochu on previous visits but lacked the knowledge and confidence to
navigate the many options available. I won't have that problem now. Especially useful are the
shochu-related Japanese phrases for shops and izakayas. I also appreciated the
recommendations and tasting notes section. I highly recommend this book.”

Owen Boushel, “A great introduction. A great introduction to Shochu. As the only significant
English language guide on the subject I would recommend to this anyone with an interest in
shochu. Fingers crossed there will be more to come”

teekay, “A comprehensive lesson in Shochu!. Fascinating! This book has enlightened me to the
history and world of Shochu!  I love it!”

JooEe Ong, “This is fun reading; Japan is more than sake. This is fun reading; Japan is more
than sake.”

Stefan Langer, “A superb guide to an almost unknown category of drinks. Christopher Pellegrini
created a fantastic guide to a type of alcoholic drinks which is nearly unknown outside of
Japan.Even so it is highly popular in Japan and comes in a wide variety of aromas and tastes.A



nice fact from first chapters: shochu is even selling better then sake (nihonshu) within Japan.The
book provides general background about shochu, from its history to how it gets created.It
clarifies how shochu is different from other international distilled alcoholic drinks.It details the
subcategories and describes why Honkaku Shochu and Awamori have such a complex
character compared to other drinks.A detailed description of serving styles and further recipes
for cocktails and liqueurs can also be found in the book.Even a basic Japanese lessen for
ordering shochu in Japan was added,as well as a guide on how to interpret the Japanese
symbols on bottle labels.Starting from the middle of the book there are suggestions on where to
start with trying your first shochu,followed by a list of 33 recommended brand labels.The book is
easy to read, even so some terms might not get explained in the first chapters, but the book
comes with a nice glossary at the end.I recommend this book to anyone interested in tasty
alcoholic drinks.”

Yggdras, “A unique guide to Shochu. Well written and crowdfunded, this is a smart book who
want to know more a bout Shochu and the world behind it. Pellegrini is really readable and gives
a lot of information without going to much into detail. Its rather prose than a teaching guide, and
you can feel the compassion with which it is written. A little more information on the production
steps might be a good idea for a second edition, which hopefully will follow. The book deserves
to be read by Sommeliers and lovers of the japanese culture as well. Well done !”

coses, “molt xulo. boníssim”

Jade, “Five Stars. Very informative and wonderfully written. Thank you x”

The book by Gordon Rock has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 37 people have provided feedback.
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